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Self-deterrnined people possess the skills necessary to understand personal strengths and
limitations and to engage in goal-oriented, self-regulated behavior that allows them to
successfully take control of their lives (Field, Martin, Miller,, Ward, & Wehmeyer, 1998).
In contrast, students with emotional / behavioral disorders (E/BD) struggle to manage
aggression, impulsivity, anxiety,, mood swings, and other disordered thought processes
(Minnesota Rule 3525.1329). One approach to helping students with E/BD become more
self-determined is direct instruction in self-determination strategies. A majority of
educators working with students with disabilities between the ages of l4 and 21 believe
"promoting self-determination would be 'very helpful' to prepare their students for success
in postschool life" (Wehmeyer, Agran, &. Hughes,2000, p. 63) and that self-determination
may help students manage disabilities (Benrtez, Lattimore, &. Wehmeyer, 2005). However,
claims of success are often drawn from teacher-led worksheet curricula inside classrooms
rather than student-directed, real world applications.
Student led service-learning (i.e., projects co-created and directed by students that integrate
meaningful community service with academic instruction and incorporate student
reflection throughout the process) may provide students with self-determination skills that
generalize beyond the school setting. Under the right conditions, participants in such
hands-on, relevant apprenticeships improve their self-determination attributes of goal-
setting and attainment, choice-making, and internal locus of control (Muscott,2000). This
study reviewed appropriate literature and employed student questionnaires, observations,
and interviews to examine the value of student voice and service-learning to promote self-
determination in high school students with E/BD.
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Chapter I : Introduction
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act Arnendments of l99l (IDEA
1997) were implemented in the United States to strengthen academic expectations for
children with disabilities in our nation's schools. One of the main principles of this law
emphasized the right to free and appropriate public education fbr every student. In 2001,
the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) federal legislation raised the expectations for this public
education, fbcusing on high standards for all students. A third law, the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEA 2004) called for students with
disabilities-including those with emotional I behavioral disorders (E/BD)-to be
educated with their non-disabled peers to the greatest extent possible, consistent with the
high standards of NCLB. This law encourages students to be educated in the "Least
Restrictive Environment" (LRE), which for many students with disabilities means moving
from special education resource classroorrr settings for part, most, or all of the school day
into a general education setting where they can learn from subject matter expefts as well as
observe and practice socially acceptable behaviors from their non-disabled peers.
In theory, this inclusive education may have its benefits for students with
disabilities (Carter & Hughes,2005; Ryndak & Fischer,2003). However, it may place
students with E/BD in perilous territory where their label often leads general education
teachers to anticipate emotional or behavioral outbursts or off-task behavior (Idol, 2006).
Without necessary supports and accolnmodations, these students may have difficutty
navigating the general education environment, unable to maintain focus seated in a desk
for 60 minutes or more in crowded classrooms with lecture-style teaching methods that
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may test the lirnits of their below grade level reading, writing, and listening skills
(Danforlh & Morris, 2006).
Students who qualify for special education services under the category of emotional
or behavioral disorders must have:
an established pattern of one or more of the following emotional or
behavioral responses:
A. Withdrawal or anxiety, depression, problems with mood, or
feelin gs of self-worth ;
B. Disordered thought processes with unusual behavior patterns
and atypical communication styles; or
C. Aggression, hyperactivity, or impulsivity.
The established pattern of emotional or behavioral responses
must adversely affect educational or developmental performance,
including intrapersonal, academic, vocational, or social skills; be
significantly different from appropriate age, cultural, or ethnic
norns; and be more than temporary, expected responses to stressful
events in the environment. The emotional or behavioral responses
must be consistently exhibited in at least three different settings, two
of which must be educational settings, and one other setting in either
the horne, child care, or community. The responses must not be
primarily the result of intellectual, sensory, or acute or chronic
physical health conditions, (Minnesota Rule 3525.1329)
a
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Students with E/BD are often challenged by the expectations for orderly, on-task,
and silent behavior in general education classroorrrs. In resource or self-contained settings,
they have highly-trained guides in the form of their special education teachers who use
disability-specific expertise to manage unproductive student behaviors and employ
differentiated curricula that utilizes students' strengths and are designed to improve
students' reading, writing, math, and social skills. Such support is not always present in
general education classrooms. At the same time, segregated environments ofien have
lowered expectations for students with disabilities, which may increase the gulf between
student behavior and their likelihood of success in general education environments (Meyer,
2001).
While NCLB emphasizes standardized testing and assessment tools to determine
whether or not students are building required academic skills at an age-appropriate level
and making Adequate Yearly Progress, there is no requirement for a research-based
approach to instill the necessary self-determination skills that would teach these students to
choose their own path and to plan for and adjust their progress toward personal success.
V/ith educators' best intentions, students with E/BD are subjected to a system that may
inadve{ently create dependence rather than independence. For example, w-henever
students with E/BD are enrolled in a general education math class at the suburban
Midwestem high school where I am employed, it is standard procedure to place an adult
paraprofessional in that classroom to supporl these students. This support professional may
take notes and organize assignment schedules, externally control the students' engagement
and behavior in class. and become an intermediary between students and the math teacher.
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With reminders. hornework help, and daily check-ins on her part, this paraprof'essional is
supposed to help these students pass math.
In fact, research (Giangreco,, Broer, & Edelman, 2002) supports this observation in
inclusive classrooms that often paraprofessionals are doing most of the work "situated in
very close proximity to students with disabilities supporting them in instructional activities
(e.9., providing supporl during large groLlp lessons, tutoring, assisting with homework)." In
doing so, the students may have limited opportunity to practice and develop independent,
self-determined behaviors necessary to succeed beyond that classroom.
The resource or self-contained setting can be as susceptible to over-dependence on
paraprofessionals (Giangreco et aL.,2002). For example, as students with disabilities
receive needed personal attention in a resource or self--contained setting fbr their math
deficiencies, they may have smaller class sizes with a more advantageous teacher-to-
student ratio, often with daily one-to-one work sessions where an adult walks a student
through an assignment, problem by problem. As a result, these students often become
dependent on this kind of attention for any kind of academic success. This dependence
raises questions about how well students with disabilities are trained to succeed for life
beyond these adult-directed environments.
Such issues are contrary to the 1992 amendment to the Rehabilitation Act. This law
states that
Disability is a natural part of the human experience and in no way
diminishes the rights of individuals to live independently, enjoy self-
determination, make choices, contribute to society, pursue
meaningful careers, and enjoy fuli inclusion and integration into the
I
economic, political, social, cultural and educational mainstream of
American society. fSect. 101.2 (a) (3)]
While the legal rights of persons with disabilities were clarified with this amendment,
public school educators still struggle with the practical applications of these rights for
students with disabilities.
One approach to helping students adiust to adult life is transition services. IDEA
2004 calls for the addition of a statement of transition services in the Individualized
Education Program (IEP) for students with disabilities age 16 and older (although
individr-ral states, including Minnesota, start this process when students are 14 or younger).
This provision, intended to involve students in the planning for their success after high
school, opens the door to self-determination skills instruction. However, the focus on this
area of transition may be lost in the deluge of special education requirements, including
monitoring, Adequate Yearly Progress, and other concerns. Periodic observations or
measurements may be overlooked as special education teachers juggle such priorities as
curriculum design and application, classroom and caseload management, paperwork and
reporting timetables, state and federal testing requirements, and district and building
initiatives with the daily social and emotional needs of their students. Yet these
observations and timely measurements would be quite useful to determine whether or not
students are striving toward transitional goals throughout the school year. Thus, if self-
determination skills could be merged with academic standards, it is possible that both
academic and social growth could occur.
The arguments for self-determination instruction are compelling. Research
indicates that explicit self-detennination instruction that incorporates student-directed goal
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setting,, evaluation, and adjustmerrt helps students become participants and determinants in
tlreir success in the adult world (Karvonen, Test. Wood, Browder, & Algozzine,2004;
Martin et a1., 2003). Students with E/BD may be particularly in need of such instruction. A
recent study (Car1er, Lane, Pierson, & Glaeser. 2006) among students with disabilities
reveals that str-rdents with E/BD have lower ratings of self-determination than students with
leaming disabilities (LD). It is likely that the gap is even greater between str-rdents with and
without disabilities.
As defined by expefts in this field (Field, Maftin, Miller, Ward, & Wehmeyer,
1998), self-determination is "a combination of skills, knowledge, and beliefs that enable a
person to engage in goal-directed, self-regulated, antonomous behavior." Wehmeyer,
Sands, Doll, and Palmer (1997) noted that "the actions of self-determined people enable
them to fulfill roles typically associated with adulthood" (p. 306). Essential factors of self-
determination are a person's ability to recognize strengths and needs as well as his or her
self-esteem or belief in oneself. Wehmeyer, Agran, and Hughes (1998) identify twelve
interrelated component elements of particular impofiance to self--determined behavior (see
Table 1 below), noting that these components develop throughout children's lives. While
pointing or"rt that sorxe aspects are geared more toward high school and transition students,
the authors assett that "promoting self-determination as an educational outcome will
require not only a purposeful instructional program, but one that coordinates learning
experiences across the span of a student's educational experience" (p. 309).
It must be noted that the terms self-determination and se|f-ail,ocacy are often used
interchangeably (Field, 1996, as cited in Test, Fowler, Brewer, & Wood,2005). In most
cases, however-and for purposes of this study-self-advocacy is seen as one component
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of self-determination (Algozzine. Browder, Karvonen, Test, & Wood; Field et a[., 1998; as
cited in Test et al. 2005). Self-advocacy skills are "those skills individuals need to, quite
literally, advocate on their own behalf ' (Wehmeyer et al., 1998, p. 20). Self-determination
encompasses a broader, complete skill set that allows individuals to take charge of their
lives (Browder, Wood, Test, Karvonen, &. Algozzine, 2001).
Table l.
Component elements oJ- s eff-ilururmined behavior
Choice-making skills
Deci sion-making skil Is
Problem-solving skills
Goal-setting and attainment skills
Independence,, risk taking, and safety skills
S e lf-ob servatio n, se I f- eval uation, and sel f-reinforcement skil I s
S elf-instruction skil1 s
Self-advocacy and leadership skills
Internal locus of control
Positive attributions of efficacy and outcome expectancy
Self-awareness
Self-knowledge
By nature of their disability, the classroom learning experiences of high school
students with E/BD have become cause for concern. While most of these students spend
some time in general education classrooms, they are included less often than students with
other disabilities and their teachers are likely to feel unprepared to work with them
B
(Wagner et al., 2006) As their behaviors are viewed as inappropriate (i.e., breaking rules,
non-pafiicipatory, upsetting statf and other students) and having a negative affect on the
routine fr-rnctions of the classroorn, teachers and school adrninistrators focus primarily on
controlling the problem behaviors (Wehby, Lane, & Falk, 2003). Often, students w'ith
E/BD are refemed to the office for disciplinary measlrres, which usually results in after-
school detention, placement in an in-school suspension room, or being sent home.
Attention to academic needs becomes secondary, and there is less time for discussion of
transition and self-determination instruction. In 2003, the National Longitudinal Transition
Study-2 revealed results for this population include "high rates of absenteeism, low grade
point averages:, course failure, and unacceptable levels of school drop out" (Wehby et al.,
2003, p. 194). This predictable chain reaction rxay help explain why they struggle with
"goal-directed, self-regulated, autonomous behavior."
There is a selection of curricula available for explicit instruction of self-
determination, but most of these programs are aimed at students with disabilities other than
E/BD (i.e., learning disability,, developmental cognitive disabilitiesl). Also, this self-
determination instruction centers on teacher-1ed, prepackaged pencil and paper scenarios.
While practical, gains from such instruction may hold neither the attention of students nor
lasting value in the real world because of their lack of authenticity and implicit
marginalization of student voice in the process.
With its approach of involving student voice at all project levels, service-learning
may provide a living laboratory to nurture self-determination skills by building on the
strengths and addressing the needs of students with E/BD. As defined by the National
Service-Learning Clearinghouse (200'/), service-learning is "a teaching and learning
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strategy that integrates meaningful courmunity service with instruction and reflection to
enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen corrrrrrunities."
Eyler and Giles (1999) point out that students who undertake service-learning
projects set out to understand and solve real comlrrunity issues and in the process gain
deeper understanding and skills for themselves. Pritchard and Whitehead (2004) proposed
a definition that integrates attributes from many resoLrrces including the 1993 National and
Community Service Trust Act, the Compact for Learning and Citizenship (2001), and the
National Commission on Service-Learning (2002) in a comprehensive deflnition:
Service-learning is a teaching and learning approach that integrates
comrlunity service with academic studies to enrich learning, teach
civic responsibility and strengthen communities. It engages students
in addressing real unmet needs or issues in a community and
actively involves them in decision-making at all levels of the
process. (p. a)
Four overarching benefits of service-learning (Pritchard & Whitehead, 2004)
incorporate the work of previous researchers and theorists and reveal its inherent
possibilities and value to the freld of education: enhanced intellectual development,
increased academic achievement, strengthened citizenship education, and accelerated
school reform. These top-level benefits are more explicitly examined in the literature
review section along with a model for using service-learning that incorporates David
Kolb's Experiential Learning Model (1984) and Herbert Thelen's Group Investigation
Model (1972), which both include student problem-solving and decision-making, two
elements common to service-learning and self'-determination.
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The pr"rrpose of this study was to extend available research by examining the value
of student voice and exploring the impact of service-learning on the self-determination
skills of high school students with E/BD and to gauge students' aptitude for service-
learning. Through an examination of the literature, observations of students in current
classroom settings, and individual interviews with participants, I looked for crossover
points in the three strands of emotional / behavioral disorders, self-deterrnination, and
serwice-learning. I theorized that service-learning may provide a better path toward post-
high school success for students with E/BD than either traditional teacher-led general
education or remedial special education classroom curricula. As students drive service-
learning projects in association with community partners, the nature of such projects
requires students to take decision-making roles where they must practice self-
determination skills (i.e., plan, act, evaluate, and adjust) to successfully design, develop,
and guide each project through to fruition.
Implications of the literature are discussed in the next chapter, followed by rrry
methodology and findings. Conclusions from the research are drawn, including
applications and limitations, as I discuss possible outcomes for practice and reflects on the
research experience as it pertains to his high-school students with E/BD.
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Chapter 2: Literature Revierv
This section examines peer-reviewed resolrrces related to transition and self-
determination instruction, students with emotional lbehavioral disorders (E/BD), and the
value and use of service-learning, including empirical research and case studies published
between 1997 and 2007. The review also examines Paulo Freire's approach to
participatory learning and its possible applications fbr students with E/BD in developing
self-determinati on ski ll s.
Self-Determination
While much of the self-determination research uses subiects within other disability
categories (i.e., learning disability, developmental cognitive disabilities)-or in the case of
service-learning, non-disabled students-some studies focus on students with E/BD.
Studies in self-determination examine available practices and provide data that reveal some
positive real-world outcomes lbr students with disabilities-including students with
E/BD-when they are provided an educational experience that incorporates service-
learning and self-determination into academic instruction.
When examining the problem of preparing students with E/BD for life after high
school, Benitez, Lattimore, and Wehmeyer (2005) built on the previous work of two
studies involving self--determination models of instruction. In 1998, Mithaug, Wehmeyer,
Agran, Martin, and Palmer developed the Self--Determined Learning Model of Instruction
(SDLMI) to support teachers in their work of promoting self-directed learning in students
with rnild intellectual and developmental disabilities. Five years later, Wehmeyer and his
colleagues (Wehmeyer et a1.,2003) modilied this SDLMI to focus on career and
employment goals for adults with disabilities. This new framework, the Self-Determined
Augsburg Coilege Library
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Career Development Model (SDCDM) was pilot-tested in the vocational rehabilitation
system where four of five adr-rlt parlicipants reached their self-designed employment goal.
Benitez et al. (2005) built on previous resLrlts and used the three-phased SDCDM approach
with a sampling of five high school students with E/BD. First, a specific, attainable career
goal was established for each student aud pre-test measLlrements were taken. Then an
action plan to obtain the goal was designed including benchmarks and training for conflict
resolution, assettiveness, and career exploration. Using a self--regr-rlated approach of
student plan reflection, progress evaluation, and plan adjustrnents, all students in this study
were able to achieve target goals.
Limitations in this study include small sample size, the inability to collect data on
long-range performance, and the means (pen-and-pencil rather than natural setting) of
measuring success. Yet, through one-to-one meetings with the project facilitator three
times a week over an eleven-week period, each participant gained self-determination skills
using this model for students with E/BD. For example, one participant who had difficulty
holding a parl-time job due to anger problems was able to utilize the conflict resolution
training, brainstorming, and practice scenarios to move from a first-phase score of l0%
correct responses in a ten-step conflict resolution process emphasizing communication
teclrniques to a third-phase score of 90oA correct. Two other participants who were both
working to improve their asseftiveness used a four-component (refusal assertiveness,
positive expressions, negative expressions, reqllest assertiveness), eight-item rating scale to
Irove from 12.5% correct responses in the first phase to 87 .5% correct in the third phase.
This study solidly contriburtes to the knowledge base of the possibilities for explicit self-
determination training to improve post-high school outcomes for students with E/BD.
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A sirnilar str-rdy (Martin et al., 2003) utilized daily self-detennination contracts to
enable eight "skeptical" 9- to 1O-year-old boys w'ith E/BD to take control of their own
learning. Although the students had average to above average intelligence, these boys
tested academically one to three years below grade level. The self:determination contract
format used consisted of four sections: plan, work, evaluate, and adjust. In the first phase
of the study, the students' "independent practice academic period" instmctor used a
process of providing minimal instruction in use of the contract, telling students to
determine and record when they would begin and end their work and to choose what
subiect they would work on that day. The teacher informed students that he would approve
each plan, and if the amount of time and work that they chose did not match their
instructional level, he would negotiate appropriate changes. The teacher also let the
students know that using the contract would help them take control of their use of time
during the class. Students understood that if they finished their work before the end of
class, they could participate in individual or group recreational activities.
At the start of the sixth session, the instructor informed students that bonus points
would be available for students who completed all sections of their contracts. Four days
later, the teacher gave more explicit instructions on how to complete the adjustment section
of the contract, clarifying for students when they had or had not rnet their goal as well as
what options they had in those instances. Afler 24 days, the teacher informed the students
that there would be no more bonus points, affirn:ring the students' ability to complete the
contract and sharing his expectations for them to keep doing so.
The results of the study show that the self-determination contracts helped these
boys with severe behavioral problems to leam self-regulation skills while completing their
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homework. Worth noting is the tact that when students received explicit adjustrnent
instruction, they were better able to estimate their work expectations and to make
appropriate planning choices. Also, as students got better at adjusting their workload and
period, they became rrrore persistent-even after the removal of bonus points. Ultimately,
year-end assessments showed a one- to two-year increase in language, math, reading, and
general knowledge fbr these students.
In a similar study in a high school, Carter, Lane, Pierson, and Glaeser (2006)
attempted to measure and compare the capacities for and the opporlunities to utilize and
refine self-deterrnination skills in students with E/BD and learning disabilities (LD).
Surveys completed by a random selection of 85 students, their parents, and their special
education teachers revealed perceptions that the self-determination abilities of students
with E/BD are significantly lower than students with LD. It is interesting to note that the
teachers' ratings of self'-determination capacity for students with E/BD were even lower
than the ratings of the students and their parents, demonstrating the biases many teachers
hold against students with E/BD.
Regarding opportunities for self--determination at school, educators repofted that
there are more opportunities than students or parents reporled. Although the sample size
for this survey was notably small, results lead one to believe that self-determination effbrts
may not be a priority for students with E/BD. In fact, students and parents noted there were
significantly fewer opportunities for self-determined behaviors at school for students with
E/BD than for students with LD. While this study points to a need for school prograrnming
for students with E/BD to identify opportunities to build capacity for self-determination, it
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recognizes its limitations such as the lack of input fiorn general education teachers-who
see many of these students in their classrooms-on their view of self-determination.
Wehmeyer and Schalock (2001 ) posited that a relationship existed between and the
value of self-determination and quality of life in students with special needs. Calling on
previous works by the authors and their colleagues, the point is made that a focus on self-
determination will address the curricular and instructional needs as well as the quality of
life for students. Ref'erencing an appropriate analogy ["If students f'loated in life jackets fbr
12 years, would they be expected to swim if the jackets were suddenly removed?" p.2f,
the authors emphasized the importance of teaching self--determination skills in order to
appropriately prepare students for life after high school. The article proposed the definition
of self-determination as "acting as the primary causal agent in one's life. . . " and provides a
framework where the person acts autonomously, the action is self-regulated, and the person
acts in an empowered and self-realizing manner.
Essential characteristics of self-determination, including choice-making, decision-
making, and problem-solving skills:, were laid out as well. The authors also identified
criteria for the concept of quality of life in order to better understand the relationship
between quality of life and self-determination for students with special needs, noting that
limited empirical evidence exists that examines this assumption. Providing guidelines for
self-determination instruction and assessment that will result in improving quality of life,
the authors concluded that their assumption is an entry point for further discussion
regarding the integration of special education and general education with a focus that leads
to personally valued outcomes for all students.
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Taking a look at instruction currently in place, aZA04 study by Karvonen, Test.
Wood, Browder, and Algozzine examined six "exemplar" self-determination programs in
schools in three different regions of the United States. Exemplar sites were identified r-rsing
a sampling procedure known as "reputational case sampling" (Schumacher & McMillan,
1993). IJsing a list of 1B self-detennination subject matter expert-nominated sites, the
researchers conducted telephone interviews with a program representative and at least one
participant's parent, and examined one IEP from each progran'r. In this data, the autl-rors
looked for qualitative indicators for stakeholder perceptions of program success, the
practices being used and self-determination components being taught, and the conditions
that supported or irnpeded implementation of self-determination practices for students with
disabilities. The goal was to identify programs with full range self'-determination practices
addressing as wide a range of students as possible. Although most sites in this study served
students in grades 9 - 12, one addressed students in grades 4 - B and another addressed
older individuals (ages l8 - 21). Two srnall (l - 50), two medium (51 - 150), and two
large (150+) student populations were served in these sites. The ar-rthors, who typically
research issues concerning students with developmental and cognitive disabilities,
provided valuable infbrmation that could be used by practitioners who work with different
populations.
In the exemplar sites studied by Karvonen et a1., students, teachers, and parents at
each site answered questions related to what degree they felt the program was efTective at
building self-determination. Almost all respondents-students, parents, and teachers
alike-expressed positive program outcomes such as students who pursued what they
wanted and demonstrated self-confidence. However, there were a few examples illustrating
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a less than successful program r,vith such instances as a parent-teenager po\^'er strr-rggle or
an unwillingness of a student to stick w'ith the program through the difllcult parts.
The authors fbund that all six sites had three strategies in common: curricula to
teach self'-determination skills, teaching methods to enhance student participation in their
edr-rcational planning, and non-instructional practices to build students' choice and
decision-making skills. Teachers moved students through an infbrmational phase into
modeling and role plays and on into generalizing to other individuals and settings as
students learned to request their own accommodations, practice job search and interview
skills, and actively participate in educational planning. As part of their Language Arts
course work, some students wrote their own IEP goals and objectives. To promote student
decision making, teachers made sure that students knew and understood their options and
were able to discuss benefits, drawbacks, and possible long-term conseqLlences of their
decisions. The authors identified an "impetus person," a prograrn visionary, as the most
coffImon condition that supported implementation of self--determination interventions. The
multiple roles of mentor, instructor, case manager, and/or counselor assumed by teachers
were another positive support for these programs. Parents, too, were supportive at home,
teaching their children to become self-advocates and supporting the teachers' position of
taking responsibility for their own learning.
The authors note that further research is needed to demonstrate that all components
of self-determination can be taught and learned. Also, the study recognizes that its subjects
included students with a variety of disabilities; more research is needed with particular
groLlps such as students with E/BD to determine the effectiveness of interventions across
grade levels as well as from school to adulthood.
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Taking a two-pronged approach to breaking down self-determination resoul'ces,
Browder, Wood, Test. Karvouen, and Algozzine (2001) set out to assist teachers in
utilizing what is already available. In their analysis, they carve one path through the
conceptual literature, breaking out self-determination components, with a goal of better
understanding. From choice-making and problem solving to goal setting and self-
evaluation to self--advocacy and internal locus of control, the complexity of all the self'=-
deterrnination components must be fully understood befbre attempting to employ some
cumiculum. The authors point out many pitfalls, such as a study's particular cultural
perspective or a consideration for balance between personal interests and forming
relationships with others.
From there, a second path leads to self'-determination interventions and curricula,
examining the best ways to build these skills. Armed with a solid understanding of self-
determination, teachers can study available resources, looking for validity, reliability,
practicality, and usefulness indicators such as research support, applications for IEP goals
and objectives, and strategies appropriate to a particular age group, disability group, and
setting. The authors noted that, when considering self-determination curricula, practitioners
should be aware of the lirnitations and challenges of using classroom instruction to
simulate real-world situations. Also noted is the fact that most self-determination curricula
have been developed for students with learning disabilities or developmental cognitive
disabilities. Teachers working with students with E/BD will most likely need to make
accorrmodations (e.9., more structure, adaptations to the materials) in order to apply
current interventions.
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In summary, the research examining self'-determination in students with disabilities
reveals many positive outcomes as teachers and facilitators work one-to-one or in small
groups to identify individual needs and to guide students through meaningful goal design,
attainment planning, and necessary adjustrnent steps to achieve life-changing progress.
Through explicit step-by-step instruction, the door to independence opens as students
begin to understand and practice self-regulation of behavior as they learn to make their
own choices and decisions as well as attempt to solve their own problems. While studies
using students with E/BD are limited in scope, evidence fiom srnall sample studies with
this population, as well as empirical research examining students with developmental
cognitive disabilities or learning disabilities, suggest that employment of self-
determination interventions and cumicula may lead to greater real-world outcomes.
What is lacking in the self-determination literature, however, was explicit research
related to student involvement as participant, not recipient of self-determination programs.
Although lacking in special education literature, the field of education is not without
examples of students engaging in their own learning and directing their own outcomes.
John Dewey's (1916, 1938) original education models provided far more authentic and
empowered learning opportunities than are afforded students in contemporary schools.
More recently, Paolo Freire's (197012000) work with Brazilian farm workers demonstrated
that the learning process was one where the student engaged the teacher as much as the
teacher engaged the learners. Freire's model of co-creation of knowledge is missing from
modem "interventionist" approaches, but may be a valuable addition to existing programs
that seek to help students become more self-determined.
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High School Stuclents with Emolionul / Behut,iot'ul Disurcler.y
Vital to the identiflcation of any factors to improve transition outcomes of str-rdents
with E/BD is a surnmary of available literature on their struggle within curent high school
designs as well as their post-high school slrccess rates. As noted above, more research is
needed specifically within this disability groLrp to lend credence to positive self-
determination education outcomes and how student leadership improves programming, but
the studies presented below help to lay the groundwork for improved programming.
Arnong students with disabilities, Vander Stoep, Davis, and Collins (2000)
discovered that adolescents with E/BD experienced the most significant diflculties in
school and were 14 times more likely to drop out of or not firrish school than their non-
disabled peers. Also,, within the age range of 1B - 21, they were four times rlore likely to
not participate in post-high school settings (i.e., college, vocational school, employment)
and three times more likely to have engaged in some illegal activity.
As researchers and educators develop promising transition programs for
adolescents with disabilities, students with E/BD do not fair well. Examining the results of
the ]rlational Longitudinal Transition Study G\fLTS) and the National Longitudinal
Transition Study - 2 (NLTS-2), Wagner, Cameto, and Newman (2003) reporl that students
with E/BD continue to fall behind their non-disabled peers as they move into young adult
life. Morningstar and Benitez (2004) reviewed the research to identify possible reasons
why students with E/BD are not succeeding. They found that poor ernployment outcomes
may be the result of the lack of coordinated services, inaccessible adult sen,ices, and poor
state and local service policies as well as student characteristics such as poor opportunity
fbr choice, poor problem-solving skills, and poor career knowledge.
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Five years earlier, Morningstar, Kleinhammer-Trarnill, and Lattin (1999)
summarized best practices in transition services to include, among other practices,
opportunities for self--determination and student involvement in transition planning and a
focus on community outcomes when developing curriculum. These researchers identified
in the literature the value of student voice as well as community focus in successful
transition to adult life. Direct student participation in various work and community
activities provides opportunity to make informed choices about their future. Also, when
students have choice-making, relevant, problem-solving opportunities, it is essential that
the adtrlts guiding them provide an environment where they are allowed to make mistakes
and to learn from them (Morningstar & Benitez,,2004),
Service-Learning
Service-learning may provide just such an environment where students with E/BD
are given equal voice as well as the occasion to practice and develop self-determination
skills as they problem-solve and make choices pertaining to community projects. Engaged
in collaborative problem solving, students are given opportunities to build understanding
and strengthen their thought processes (Pritchard &. Whitehead,2004). Learning becomes
sornething tangible and meaningful outside the classroom walls.
According to the National Center for Educational Statistics (as cited in Billig,
2000), service-learning programs are present in about a third of all schools and half of
public high schools. There are programs in all 50 states. with California and Maryland
having established service-learning standards for all students. The philosophy behind
service-lear-ning can be traced back to the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville, John Dewey,
and .Iean Piaget who believed that "learning occurs best when students are actively
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involved in their own learning aud when the learning has a distinct purpose" (Billig, 2000,
p. 6se).
In a repofi from RMC Research Corporation (2005), positive academic impacts are
evident in studies across the country. For example, as a result of service-learning projects,
adolescent participants in Michigan reported a greater ability to pay attention to
schoolwork and to put forth eflort when compared to non-parlicipants (Klute & Billig,
2002). Furco (2002) compared California high school service-learning students to peers
who performed community service or no service at all. The results showed that the service-
learning group scored higher on all academic measures than both groups, with statistically
significant differences between the service-learning group and the no service at all group.
At-risk adolescents in Delaware (Hecht , 2A02) who participated in service-learning
experienced increased enjoyment of and engagement in school.
In designing a collaborative service-learning model for use with middle schools and
high schools, Pritchard and Whitehead (2004) incorporated elements from Kolb's
Experiential Learning Model (1984) and Thelen's Group Investigation Model (1912). At
the core of Kolb's model as well as service-learning is the tenet that "reflection transforms
experience into new and usable understanding" (Pritchard & Whitehead,2004, p. l1).
Learning from experience is central to Thelen's model, calling for student collaboration in
problem-solving and decision-making. These are component elements of service-learning
as well as self-determination.
Pritchard and Whitehead's (2004) collaborative service-learning model begins with
commitment where participants link an identified need to students' academic goals and
their capacity to provide service. From there, goals are set and the service-learning team is
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fbrrned that cooperatively develops student outcomes. Next is the instructional planning
phase where the team designs experiences that link service to leaming, incorporating
reflection throughout the process. Finally, in the evaluation phase the tearn analyzes project
outcomes and celebrates new learning and student growth.
As noted above,, recent research points to the relative efTectiveness of service
learning, but fails to consider the role of students in leading service learning projects. In an
effort to bring student-centered approaches to service-leaming, the research of Paulo Freire
is reported below. Freire was not a service-learning scholar, but provided an enduring
example of learner empowerment within the framework of education.
Paulo Freire
In his philosophy of education, Paulo Freire (197012000) criticized the
dehumanization of an educational system where the teacher makes narrative "banking"
deposits into empty students, filling them up with "motionless, static, compafimentalized,
and predictable" knowledge (p. 70). Freire saw a flawed exchange where students were
listening objects being acted upon rather than subjects doing the action. This banking
concept of education presumes that the teacher knows everl.thing and the students know
nothing. Ironically, a system where students are mere receptacles of infbrmation minimizes
the students' creative power as well as their ability to think critically. Essentially, students
educated under this concept are ill-equipped to function as community leaders.
Instead, Freire insisted that the dichotomy of teacher and students be depolarized
by changing traditional thinking about teaching and creating true dialogical exchange in
order to practice:
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co-inlentionul education. Teachers and students (leadership and
people), co-intent on reality, are both Subjects, not only in the task
of unveiling that reality, and thereby coming to know it critically,
but in the task of re-creating that knowledge. As they attain this
knowledge of reality through common reflection and action, they
discover themselves as its permanent re-creators. (p. 69)
Real communication between teacher and students must occur to create authentic reality.
As Freire points olrt, "Only dialog, which requires critical thinking, is also capable of
generating critical thinkin g" (p. 92).
Freire called this dialogical process of educational humanization a "praxis: the action and
reflection of men and women upon their world in order to transform it" (p,79).Instead of
the 'teacher as authority' viewpoint, the terms "teacher-student" and "students-teachers"
are used to represent joint and equal responsibility for all participants in the educational
process. Freire's problem-posing and problem-solving participatory philosophy of
education where teacher and students reco gnize that they live in a changing world that
requires action is found in service-learning as we recognize it today. Student voice and
action are imperative to identifying, understanding, and addressing problerns in their
commLtnity. This Freirean approach may be valuable in developed self-determination in
students with E/BD.
Summary
The review of the self-determination literature reveals many successes when
educators attempt to improve the skills of students with disabilities. Throughout the
literature, however, study limitations raise questions as to how these ,r...rr.s with self-
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determination curricula apply to students rn ith E/BD. Recognizing the behavioral
challenges this segment of the high school population presents to standard teacher-led
methods, I pondered the effect student voice rnay have on authenticating the learning
experience for these students and looked toward the service-learning literature for evidence
of positive outcomes on participants' self-determination skills. Lending credence to this
idea, Paulo Freire's work supports the value of student-teacher dialog in leading to critical
thinking and the creation of true, practical knowledge.
The purpose of this study is to build on the relative empirical success of self-
determination programs, but to assume self-determination education is a collaborative
endeavor with students as evidenced in service-learning. Through the development of co-
created self-determination activities, the author seeks to determine if self--determination




This study attempted to identify a relationship between student voice and the
development of self-determination skills in high school students with emotional and
behavioral disorders (E/BD). To do so, the study examined cument instructional methods
and settings used with students in this age grollp, sample curricula designs available today,
and then incorporated student input in order to adapt available instructional methods to
design a curriculum that plays to the preferences, strengths, and needs of these students
and provides them the opporlunity to solidify self-determination skills in the process.
This study utilized a multi-method approach, combining quantitative survey data
with qualitative observations and interviews. Inside and outside student classrooms, data
were collected in fbur stages. First, student participants completed a brief demographics
survey and learning styles inventory. Second, I observed students in their scheduled
classroom settings. Third, students were interviewed individually and answered semi-
structured, open-ended interview questions and offered their perceptions on what works or
doesn't work in recent or current classes. Finally, students participated in individual
"think-aloud2" interviews where I listened to their thoughts as they read through two
different lesson plans created in part with the results of the open-ended interview
questions. At the end of the think-alouds, students off-ered their pref'erence and supporling
reasons for choosing one lesson plan over the other.
Research Participants
In a suburban school district nofth of Minneapolis, Minnesota, every high school-
age student in three different programs who qualifies for special education services under
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the E/BD category was invited to participate in this study. The 3B high school-age students
with E/BD in this district participate in one of four different settings. Four students are
educated in the mainstream general education setting with their non-disabled peers
throughout the entire day. These students have a special education case manager who
monitors their performance but does not interact with them on a daily basis. Most students
with E/BD in this district participate in a mixed schedule of general education classes and
resource classes. These students have some classes with their peers in the general
education setting; however, the rest of their instruction takes place in a small resource
classroom setting with five to ten students led by , special education teacher. Thus, 20-
60% of the school day focuses on their specific areas of need (e.g., life skills math,
communication skills, reading fluency). Students who are at higher risk of disruptive
behaviors are in a self-contained classroom where all programming is delivered by one
special education teacher. These students do not interact with their non-disabled peers. One
student attends the district's Alternative Learning Center where they are educated among a
variety of their peers-disabled and non-disabled-who, like themselves, are not
successful in the regular high school setting.
Students with E/BD were recruited verbally during an information session. I
explained that parlicipation in the study was voluntary and that all information will be kept
confidential. A consent form detailing participation involvement was signed by the parent
or guardian of the students who parlicipated. A student assent form, similar in design and
content, was signed by each student parlicipant in the study. Students who were I B years
old signed a consent form instead of an assent form. Item by item of each fbrm was
explained to students and adults. I assured participants and guardians that students will be
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kept from harm and that all study infbnnation will be saf.e-euarded in a locked cabinet in
rury home. Indirect benefits, such as co-designing a more appropriate curriculum and
participating in improved programming, \,!,ere explained.
As a result of these recruitrnent sessions, seven students agreed to participate in this
study: one ninth-grader? one tenth-grader, two eleventh-graders, and three twelflh-graders.
Hornever, early in the study, before observations or interviews took place, one senior
dropped out because he had scheduling conflicts dr-re to detention and work obligations.
Table 2 below depicts the remaining six participants: four males and two females,
including one a ninth-grader, one a tenth-grader, two eleventh-graders, and two twelfth-
graders. To protect confidentiality, pseudonyms are used for student parlicipants.
Table 2.





































In the first phase of the study, students who chose to participate were asked to
complete a demographic survey (see Appendix A) detailing their age, grade, ethnicity,
living alrangement, and household income, and including a brief learning styles checklist
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(see Appendix B) to determine learning preferences (e.g.. visnal, auditory, tactile /
kinesthetic). According to Dunn and Dunn (1992), a learning style is the way each learner
begins to concentrate on, process. and absorb new infbrmation. When students are aware of
personal learning preferences, they may be more likely to advocate for differentiated
instruction and assessment tools that play to their strengths and allow them to excel.
Recognition of student tendencies and preferences in learning styles allows teachers to
design curricula with a high level of awareness for these preferences and tendencies. Such
curricula may lead to higher level of student engagement in their coursework.
The learning styles inventory used in this study was adapted fiom the Barsch
Leanring Style Inventory (Barsch, 1996) and Raynie's Sensory Modality Checklist (as
cited in Gazda, Asbury,Ralzer, Childers, & Walters, 1991, pp. 283 -255). The inventory
consisted of 24 'I' statements, each followed by u Likefi-type scale containing the options
of "Often", "Sometimes", and "Hardly Ever." Of the 24 statements, eight were designed
with a physiological perceptual pref-ererlce for each of three learning styles: auditory,
visual, and tactile / kinesthetic. The data collected from the learning styles inventory and
the demographics survey were charted in preparation for comparison analysis with
observations and interview data in search of emergent themes.
Next, classroom observations were made of individual participants in their current
educational environment, and careful fieldnotes were taken. The purpose of these
classrootn observations was to provide dalato balance the participant-reported data of the
sLlrvey and the interviews (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). As a non-participant observer, I
watched each lesson from the back or a less visible areaof the classroom with minimal
disruption and gained realistic information about the behaviors of students and the
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instructional styles of teachers. This method of observation was appropriate because it
allowed for observation without disrupting the natural flow of activity in the classroorr
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
Each participant was observed three or more times over a seven-week period in at
least two different classroom settings. Each observation session lasted approximately one
hour and incorporated the same research techniques. I entered the classroom before the
lesson began and remained there throughout the main body of the lesson. The observation
began by recording the physical characteristics of the classroom setting and the number of
students in the class. Throughout the lesson, I recorded observations such as student
contact with the teacher and other students, student body language and time on task as
compared to other students, the practices and language of the teacher, lesson content, and
management strategies.
Durring the classroom observations, two types of notations were recorded. First, I
detailed actual observable events, refraining fiom filtering any infbrmation through my
thought processes. Then, throughout the session, Observer's Comments (noted as O.C.)
were made that included my attempts to begin to informally process or organize the data
gathered. Often, these Observer's Cornments identifled lines of analysis fbr the data
collected or questions about the data that I wanted to answer. I made pen and paper notes
of observations and comments and then keyed them into Microsoft Word in preparation of
codification by themes inherent in the data.
While reviewing and comparing the fieldnotes, I identified themes within each
observation session. As each set of fieldnotes was processed this way,I honed in on
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recLlrring emergent themes. As a result, successive observations keyed in on the specific
student and teacher classroolrr behaviors and protocols that related to these themes.
In the third phase of data collection, each of the six student participants answered
three semi-structured, open-ended interview questions with a follow-up summation
question (see Appendix C). With semi-structured interviews, the researcher has the
flexibility to offer the respondents some room to elaborate on their thor"rghts as needed
while still maintaining a clear research agenda (Bogdan & Biklen,1992). The interview
questions were designed to elicit students' thoughts and opinions about what works for
them in their curent high school classes as well as their suggestions to increase student
interest in the subject matter. All students answered the same questions, but additional
questions were asked when needed for clarification. Also, students added personal
examples to illustrate their points during these relaxed discnssions.
Each face-to-face, semi-structured interview lasted approxirnately five to fifteen
minutes, depending upoll the student's willingness or ability to share thoughts and
experiences. These interviews were captured by u digital recorder, and the contents were
transcribed into Microsoft Word on the same day of each interview. Then I coded the
interview transcripts for information relevant to any of the themes discovered during the
observation phase. Also, student comments regarding what works or what frustrates them
were rnarked fbr inclusion into the sample lesson plan designs to be used in the next phase
of data collection.
Finally, students parlicipated in individual cognitive lab interviews, or "think-
alouds," where they literally talked out loud as they read through two one-page sample
lesson outlines (see Appendices D and E). These lesson outlines were selected and
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redesigned based on infbrmation observed in lessons. and they incorporated elernents
reflected in the participants' interview f-eedback. One lesson outline resembled a standard
classroom design involving a teacher-led discussion, an infbrmal student poll, reading an
assigned fiction or nonfiction book, and w'riting a review of that book. The other lesson
outline consisted of a student-driven service-learning project with many hands-on activities
outside the classroom that incorporated community involvement and had plenty of room
fbr developing elements of self-determination. After reading both lessons, I asked students
to state whether or not they had a preference between the two lesson plans and, if they did,
to provide their thoughts as to why they preferred one lesson over the other. Each think-
aloud session lasted approximately 10 to 20 rninutes. These one-on-one sessions were
digitally recorded, word processed the same duy, and later encoded for comparative
analysis.
The use of verbalizations as indicators of cognition dates back to psychologist Karl
Duncker (1945) who described these thinking out loud exercises as a way to understand a
subject's development of thought. Ericsson and Simon (1993) agreed that think-aloud data
collection is a valid method for researching cognitive processes as it draws on thoughts in
the shofi-tetm memory where the conscions thoughts of the subject can be reported at the
time they are processed. According to Ericsson and Simon, the cognitive processes that
generate these think-alouds are a subset of the cognitive processes that generate behavior
or action.
This type of data collection method recognizes advantages and disadvantages.
Research data collected from the participant's short-term memory are preferable to
thoughts generated fiom long-term memory where the information is often processed and
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viewed through the lens of perception or experience. Ericsson and Simorr (1993) noted that
once information enters the long-terrn memory, the subject may incorrectly describe what
he or she is actually thinking. Think-aloud verbalizations that are an integral part of
cognitive processes are largely independent of interpretation by the subject (Van Someren,
Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994).
However, this method asks participants to do something that may seem a bit odd or
unusual to them. Asking subjects to think out loud may make them uncomfortable and
cause them to self-select what they actually say. Also, think-aloud fragments of speech are
often incoherent (Ericsson & Simon, 1993). To counter this, clarification questions can be
asked after the think-aloud protocol is completed. Branch (2000) and Fonteyn, Kuipers,
and Grobe (1993) demonstrated that asking such questions yielded valuable information
that made the think-aloud data easier to understand and interpret.
Incorporating this inforrnation into this study, I prepared a script (see Appendix F)
to explain the procedure to each student and then modeled the process using an alternate
lesson plan outline. Then a digital recorder was used to capture each participant's think-
alouds as well as any clarifying discussion that took place at the end of each session. When
the participant was thinking aloud, I remained silent. If the participant did not say anything
for 7 - 10 seconds, I cued him or her to "keep talking." Neutral cues such as this serve only
to stimulate the process and do not corrupt data by introducing external ideas to the
internal cognitive processes (Ericsson & Simon, 1993).
It is important to note that the participant's answers to any clarifyirg questions
serve only to supplement any unclear data derived from the think-aloud verbalizations and
are not the primary dala source.
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Analltsis
The results of the dernograpirics survey and learning styles inventory, two basic
quantitative tools, were examined for similarities, diff-erences, and patterns within the
sample of six suburban Minneapolis high school students with E/BD. I looked for any
infbrmation that may be helpful to identify student prefbrences for instructional and
participation styles as well as to validate any data obtained during the observations and
interviews. For example, if the results of the learning styles inventory revealed a
preference for tactile / kinesthetic, I triangulated that data with classroom engagement
observations as well as student responses to intenriew questions about what works for and
what frustrates the student in his high school classes.
With the transcribed observation fieldnotes collected, I reviewed each page of the
qualitative data carefully. During this process, each section was probed for possible themes
or patterns in variables that appeared throughout each transcript. Data facts such as class
size, room setup, time of day, teacher style, learning activities, and student engagement
were encoded with brief descriptive labels. These coded sections were highlighted for
comparative analysis with the next set of fieldnotes for that student as well as with the
entire body of fieldnotes fbr all students. I analyzed the fieldnotes again to pull out major
themes. From there, the data were compared to learning style preferences to identify any
consistencies that substantiated the major themes in the observation data.
With these themes in mind, I conducted the semi-structured interviews with the
participants in hopes of obtaining further insight into or corroboration of data gained from
the learning styles inventory and classroom observations. The transcribed interviews were
examined for evidence of the major themes found in the classroom observations and then
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labeled with rnatching codes. I documented any consistencies in the interviews that
suppofied these major themes and incorporated these elements of student voice into
aspects of the lesson plan outlines used in the think-aloud sessions (Mills, 2007).
During the think-aloud interviews, I modeled the verbalization procedure for each
student with the goal of collecting the purest data possible. Before proceeding with the
actual thinking out loud, each student was encouraged to speak honestly, understanding
that there were no right or wrong answers and that everything said would be kept
confidential. I inspected the resulting interview transcripts for evidence consistent with
professed student preferences in the previous phase of data collection and that supported
data gathered from the learning styles inventory and the classroom observations.
IJsing grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) as the basis for comparative
analysis, I set out to "develop a theory that accounts for much of the relevant behavior" (p.
30) observed in this action research project. Based on my collection of coded data and the
irnplicit understanding that this theory is a work-in-progress, I used my methods of data
collection (see Table 3 below) to serve as a kind of progression that builds upon itself to
compare and confirrn any conclusions drawn. This triangulation of data strengthens the
action research results (Wolcott,, 1988). Within the data I searched for meaningful
generalities regarding the role of student voice within cunicula to build self--determination
skills in high school students with E/BD. The following chapter details the findings that
















The findings of this study are reporled according to each step of the research
progression starting with the demographics survey and tearning styles inventory. From
there, the classroom observations data are scrutinized, followed by the participants'
viewpoints as expressed in the semi-structured interviews and think-aloud sessions. Next,
the overall progression of findings is examined as it relates to major themes that emerged
from the data gathered throughout the investigation. Finally, these findings are framed
within rny theory regarding the use of student voice and the prospect of service-learning to
develop self--determination skills in high school students with E/BD.
Participant Demographics and Learning Sfyles
Six high school students with E/BD completed a participant demographics survey
and a brief learning styles inventory. Within this population sample, survey results show
more than one pafticipant from each gender, various ages and household combinations, and
each grade (ninth through twelfth) represented.
It may be worth noting that the participants' ethnic origin is limited to White3 and
African-American, and that no data were collected for total annual hor:sehold income
because not one of the participants could provide even an estimate. Also, the current
edr-rcational setting of all respondents is part general education and parl resource room.
There are no students represented from the school district's self'-contained program, all
general education setting, or alternative learning center classrooms. Table 4 below contains
the tabulated results of the demographics survey.
3B
Tahle -l
Pcu'ticipant demographics sll'yey resuhs' (n : 6)
Gender Ethnicity












Some classes in the general education setting, some in a resource room: 6
Living with




Total annual household income
I don't know:
Each participant's learning styles inventory was scored per the instrument's
instrr-rctions (Barsch, 1996) using a5 - 3 - 1 point system. Depending on the student's
response to each of the 24 'I' statements, each statement was scored a 5 ("Often"), 3








preference for one (or possibly trn,o) of three learning styles: auditory, visual, and tactile /
kinesthetic. As charted in Table 5 below, participant demographics data were combined
with their responses to the learning styles inventory statements and totaled by preference
for each learning style according to student.
Tahle 5
Learning ,style,s inttenlory resulls brectkdou,n hy parlicipcrnt
Student Gender Age Grade
Matthew M
Leaming Style Scores
ArJ:26 VI: 28 TK: 32
ALI: 26 VI: 36 TK: 26
AIJ:22 VI: 36 TK: 34
AU: 26 VI: 30 TK: 30



























AU: 30 Yl 26 TK: 20
ALI : auditory Vl : visual TK : tactile / kinesthetic
The learning styles inventory congregate results were also plotted by responses to
statements (see Appendix G). This allowed me to visually identify similarities, differences,
and patterns among respondents statement by statement.
For example, looking at the data in Table 5, Matthew appears to have a slight
preference for a tactile / kinesthetic learning environment. Noting that he selected "Often"
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afier the following learning styies statements, I had a ref'-erence point for Matthew's
prefbrence going into the observation, interview, and think-aloud phases of data collection:
+ I prefer to use posters, models, or actual practice, and I like sorne activities
in class.
+ I enjoy working with tools or making models.
+ I play with coins or keys in my pockets.
+ I grip objects in my hand during class time.
+ I feel very comfofiable shaking hands, hugging, or doing a physical activity
with others.
Another possible reference point arising from this preliminary data concerned
Shanice. Her auditory score of 30 suggested her learning style preference and a possible
satisfaction with the standard lecture-style, teaching-directed learning. Also, her low score
of 20 for tactile / kinesthetic anchored by her "Hardly Ever" responses to the following
questions may support that conclusion as well as indicate a possible aversion to the hands-
on,, student-led learning tactics often associated with service-learning:
+ I enjoy working with tools or making models.
+ I play with coins or keys in my pockets.
t I grip objects in my hand during class time.
From the congregate response data in Appendix G for Patricia, I may conclude that
she would be least likely among the parlicipants to be satisfied with a traditional teacher-
led, lecture style classroom as supporled by her Auditory score of 22 and based on her
"Hardly Ever" responses to the following questions:
+ I do better at academic subjects by listening to lectures and tapes
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+ I would rather listen to a good lecture or speech than reacl about the same material
in a textbook
Looking at Devon's responses, one may be led to believe that his Auditory score of
40, reflecting "Often" responses to all eight auditory-related statements, clearly defines this
student's learning style preference. However, of the 24 slatements, Devon selected "Often"
for 17 of them. His Visual score of 32 is higher than all the scores of Geoff and Shanice,
and it equals the high score of Matthew. Care must be taken with these data; only a fragile
argument could be based on the findings of this instrument alone.
On their own, these learning styles results are merely indications or possibilities.
However, when triangulated with observation and interview data, these and other
conclusions for all six parlicipants may be drawn with more confidence.
Classroom Observations
Observing the six participants intermittently in their scheduled classes over a
seven-week period, student behaviors and teacher and environmental patterns emerged.
Two themes appeared above all others throughout the observation phase:
t Standard, teacher-led classroom instruction was ineffective in engaging most of
these students with E/BD for any length of time and seemed prone to creating
systematic student dependence rather than independence.
+ While most of these students with E/BD did not respond to standard, teacher-led
instruction, some participated in their own manner, in ways outside the norm and
often in spite of the teacher's instructions.
Below are summaries of these themes followed by examples from student observations to
supporl them.
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Stcmdtu'd, teucher-led clusst'oottt.\ : lou, engctgement und student depenclence
With a lew exceptions, all sessions observed used teacher-led or teacher-driven
learning methods in traditionally-designed classrooms. In these classes, students were
crowded together in rows of desks or two-person tables. Often, students sat in their seats
for 65 or more minutes of class facing the front of the roorl while the teacher directed
instruction or they worked in their chairs on an assignrnent as instructed. The teacher drove
the lesson, providing the questions, handing out the materials, and off'ering scenarios and
external prompts or controls as needed. During teacher-led discussions, students could "get
by" without participating or saying anything, knowing that either some other student or the
teacher herself would answer a question or continue the discussion. When the lecture or
teacher-led discussion portion of the lesson ended, the teacher told students when, where,
and how long to work on their own. As a result, it appeared that students often were
conditioned to depend on the explicit instructions of the adults in the classroom to regulate
their actions, learning, or behavior in any activity.
Shanice demonstrated her ability to "get by" in her senior Economics class as the
teacher recited review questions for an upcoming quiz, pausing briefly after each one so
students could record their answers. After asking five questions, the teacher reread the first
question and asked fbr volunteers to answer it. Shanice rested her head on her left hand,
her elbow on the desk; and said nothing. Another student offered an answer. Then Shanice
flipped back through a couple notebook pages as the teacher reviewed the next four
questions. Shanice offered no answers to these questions. A couple female students near
her answered; and when no one off'ered an answer to one question, the teacher gave the
answer.
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Later in that same lesson. Sl-ranice showed how she used tl-ris teacher-led system to
get the answers she would need to pass the quiz. As her teacher asked a series of questions,
Shanice held her pen at the ready, but did not write. Beginning the answering session,
Shanice wrote in her notebook when other students gave answers and the teacher
confitmed and expanded on them. When another student asked the teacher to explain an
answer, Shanice used that time to adjust her short ponytail. After the teacher clarified the
student's confusion, Shanice wrote in her notebook again.
Observing that session, it was difficult to tell how engaged in learning Shanice was
or how well she understand the subject matter being reviewed. Flowever, she seemed to use
her preferred auditory learning style to get the information she needed to study for the quiz
the next day.
Even with the teacher's best intentions, Matthew struggled in his ninth-grade
Physics class where students were grouped to summaize the results of a previous lab. The
groups were designed tbr students to build off each other's understanding of a motion lab.
However, Matthew demonstrated very little efforl or engagement of his own and relied
heavily on group members and the special education team teacher to get his work done.
For example, while the other two members of his group (two girls) talked briefly,
Matthew said nothing. He wrote for a few seconds on his lab sheet and then gazed intently
at the paper of the girl seated next to him. He began writing again, glancing over at the
girl's paper a couple times. A few moments later, there was still no dialog between
Matthew and his two partners. Matthew combed his hair with his fingers. As the girl next
to him began using the calculator, Matthew and his other lab partner watched her. He
looked around the room briefly, and then he tapped his pencil eraser on the lab table. The
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tearn teacher approached the group's table and sat down at the erlpty stool across fi'orr
Matthew. "Did you guys do the motion map?" she asked. With no response, the team
teacher appeared to explain something, r-rsing her hand as she spoke. The girl next to her
seemed to be listening; Matthew looked off to the right, his right fbot Lrp on the table
crossbar. Then as the team teacher spoke again. he began writing something on his lab
sheet.
About five minutes later, the team teacher checked in again with Matthew's group
and specifically instructed them to get to work on their motion map. As she walked away
and the girl next to him began creating the map on their small whiteboard, Matthew used
the opportunity to copy from her lab sheet again.
In Brian's Core Math II, Patricia's Resource Study Skills, and in Geoffs Resource
English, I observed that these students had developed an awareness for when they really
needed to do what a teacher asked of them.
For example, the math teacher writes warm-up problems on the whiteboard in the
fiont of the room each duy.The expectation is that students begin working on these
problems when class begins; some of Brian's peers were doing so each time he was
observed. Yet, Brian did not begin working when class began. In fact, when the teacher
explicitly asked students to "Please do the warm-up," Brian still did not begin. (The
instruction prompted other late starters to begin, but not him.) Then the teacher stood at the
whiteboard and asked for volunteers to come up and do one of the three warm-Lrp problems
on the board. Brian did not move. It wasn't until all three problems were completed (two
by the teacher), two additional examples were worked through by the teacher, an
individual work time limit of l5 minutes was set by the teacher, and the special education
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paraprof-essional checked in witli him at his desk that Brian pulled out his calculator and
began working.
As Patricia's Resource Study Skills class began, she immediately went to the
computer and checked her e-mail. A few moments later, she glanced at the teacher who
was busy talking one on one at her desk with another student. Then she fbund an Internet
garne site and began to play a carnival-style game. About five minutes later, the teacher
approached Patricia. Sensing this, Patricia clicked open Microsoft Word. When the teacher
asked what she was working on, Patricia said that she was looking for a current event for
her World Studies class. The teacher reviewed classroom expectations with Patricia and
said that she would check back in 20 minutes to see what work she had done. When the
teacher walked away, Patricia opened another Internet Explorer window and typed in some
text before returning to her game.
Observing Geoff in his Resource English setting, a similar pattern emerged. Seated
in his desk in this class of eight students, he was focused on a handheld game. The teacher
placed a worksheet on each student's desk and then returned to the front of the class.
Noticing that Geoff was still using his handheld gadget, the teacher said "Hurry up now;
come on." She tapped the half sheet handout on his desk a couple times. "Yeah, yeah,"
replied Geoff. As the teacher moved away fiom him, Geoff stayed focused on his
electronic gadget. The teacher asked the group the meaning of a word, and no one
volunteered an answer. The teacher explained the word's meaning and verbally gave an
example of its usage. Geoff put down his electronic device, looked at his handout, and
wrote something on it.
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As these observations illustrate, these students do not seem to be engaged in subject
matter learning or application in these general education and resoLlrce classroom settings.
Lesson designs and guidelines are set for them, and they have very little voice in lesson
planning, learning style options, or timelines that meet their needs.
Some students participate in their own wa!
When the teacher asked a question of the group during teacher-led instruction or
discussion, some participants answered the question, but did not use expected procedures
to offer an answer (e.g., raise your hand, wait your turn). Also, some of these students were
able to stay tuned in to a discussion or participate at a difTerent pace to get their work done
while their physical behavior or activities appeared to be "off-task."
Geoff and Devon volunteered answers during class discussions. However, they did
so in their own way, usually blurting out answers unexpectedly, revealing an ability to do
two or more things simultaneously. For example, in his Basic Law class, Devon sat in the
last row of the classroom of 30 students while his teacher led a discussion about a legal
situation involving orphans. Six students had participated in the discussion, Devon being
one of them. The teacher continued the discussion with a couple students in the front of the
class. In the back of the room, Devon and his partner talked quietly about stealing. While I
had difficulty making out every word, Devon said something about his dad, and then his
pafiner replied. Then Devon said "Okay, you kleptomaniac." His partner stood up and took
a step away from the table, saying loudly "I'm a klepto." A student involved in the
conversation up front asked the teacher "What if you can't afford food?" Immediately,
Devon commented on his question, "Oooo, that's a good point."
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From there, Devon added valid corrments to the discussion. At one point his
teacher was visibly surprised that he was following along, knowing he was talking with his
partner. His high Auditory score on the learning styles inventory and this observation
exarnple may be indications that Devon is not off task when talking and can excel through
verbal discourse rvhen utilized appropriately.
During an oral reading session in his Resource English class, Geoff did not follow
along in the novel as other classmates or the teacher read. Yet, in spite of his appearance,
he was tuned in to the story. For example, as a male classmate read slowly, decoding
words carefully, Geoffworked an electronic gadget with his pen. When the boy paused,
the teacher asked a question about the kind of women mentioned in the passage. Without
looking up fiom his handheld device or raising his hand, Geoff blurted out "Sleazy."
"Yes," the teacher replied. Then the teacher told the class that she would take a turn
reading, and she began to read about New Orleans. When she mentioned "Bourbon Street"
she asked "What kind of word is'bourbon'?" Geoffblurted out "A drink" without looking
up, eyes focused on his electronic gadget. The teacher approved and then continued to read
aloud.
Seemingly ofT task to an observer, both Devon and Geoff were able to participate in
class discussion at a certain level while conversing with a neighbor or playing an electronic
game. Although not encolrraged, their ability to participate in their own way seemed to be
acceptable to their teachers.
Exceptions to teacher-led classrooms
As mentioned above, there were a few classrooms observed that were exceptions to
the standard, teacher-led classroom design. In these classrooms, students seemed to have
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rnore control in what they learned or accorrrplished during class. The summary examples
below fiom fieldnotes taken in these classes offer varying degrees of student voice within
class procedures.
In Patricia's American Literature class, students volunteered to read character
dialog frorn two chapters of The Great Gatsby. Reading aloud was optional, and readers
received no additional credit for reading; all students were held to the same level of
accountability for chapter content in the fbrm of a quiz that followed. There were eight or
so character parts and the teacher did not assign any of her 24 students to a specilic role.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Patricia chose to read Daisy, one of the main
characters. As a result of this student input, the teacher experienced Patricia's ability to
read with appropriate emotion and skilled inflection. Also, Patricia was engaged in the
chapters even when others read their parts as she followed along in the text in preparation
of her next line.
Another example of opporlunity fbr str-rdent voice and choice was observed in
Matthew's Resource Study Skills class. Two minutes after the bell rang, the teacher looked
at the eight students seated randomly around the room. Some had begun reading or writing;
others sat in their desks or at a large table. Then to no one in parlicular the teacher asked
"What are we going to work on today?" Matthew was one of the students who had not
begun working. The teacher sat down at his desk and, without saying another word,
appeared to provide time f-or Matthew and the other students to decide what they would do.
Ol. by one those students made decisions regarding what they needed to accomplish
during class. A student approached the teacher and asked if he could work with another
student on"history. "Sounds good," replied the teacher. Matthew needed to go to his locker
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to get a different folder: "Go ahead," said the teacher. About 20 rlinr-rtes later, the teacher
visited with each student, answered qr-restions, and corrrrrented on how well they were
doing. During that class period, students were responsible fbr practicing the self-
deterrnination skills necessary for their sustained success.
Obserr;ing Geoff in his Woodworking class, I saw- many self'.-determined students.
Helping one another on the table saw, Geoff and another boy ran a board across the hlade
to make panels. Then Geoff brought the panels to a work table where he measured their fit
across the top of a cabinet he was constructing. Proceeding through various steps of
accessing necessary tools, consulting with f-ellow students, and using equipment, Geoff
worked at his own pace to trim, slit, sand, adjust, and fit his top panel pieces to his cabinet.
Throughout the class the teacher and a student acting as a teaching assistant moved around
the room, available to answer questions, assist, or consult with students as needed as they
worked at various stages of their individual projects. Geoffwas focused, swift, and
determined, consulting the teacher once and a fellow student twice as he efliciently
constructed his cabinet top.
These learning environments worked well for these three students as teachers
facilitated and they selected what worked best for them. These examples are a contrasting
counterpoint to the highly teacher-controlled classrooms for students with E/BD.
Interviews and Think-alouds: Students Voice Their Views
The semi-structured interview questions were designed to elicit student responses
about aspects of middle school and I or high school classes taken throughout their career
that excited and frustrated them. Also, students were asked for their suggestions as to how
teachers could make core curricula classes more interesting. In the think-aloud sessions,,
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students were encouraged to react out loud as they read through two sample lesson plans
on the subiect of immigration. Participants were asked to state their preference, if any, for
one lesson or the other. While this thinking out loud process was easier for some
participants than for others, these sessions corroborated some of the data collected in
previotts phases regarding learning preferences and the value of student voice.
Hands-on Learning
Reviewing the semi-structured interview and think-aloud transcripts, a theme
emerged that hands-on, active, or experiential learning was pref-ened. For example,
Matthew, Geoff, and Devon said their favorite classes were Gym, Woodworking, and
Science respectively. They cited learning that is "hands-on" and "active" where you "go
out and do things," work with props, and "get to do experiments." During his think-aloud
session, Devon read out loud as he reviewed the service-learning lesson plan's elements. In
doing so, he interjected thoughts that noted what he liked, such as the hands-on activities
of decorating the lobby and making welcome kits fbr children.
When voicing their frtrstrations about their current classes, Matthew, Devon, and
Patricia cited a lack of hands-on involvement or activities. Reflecting a common dislike for
sitting and listening, Matthew corxmented that "lt's hard to listen to a teacher talk for an
hour" and Patricia said succinctly that "Lectures make me sleepy." Perhaps feeling the
same sofi of frustration, Devon noted how hard it was "sitting in the same desk, with
annoying people all around you, looking at the same board, the same writing, the same
book. It's all about books and curriculums and what you need to know." A lack of
tolerance for the standard teacher-led method disengages these students from the learning
process.
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This preference for hancls-on. experiential learning was reiterated during the think-
aloud sessions when participants were asked whether or not they pref-erred one lesson
design over the other. Three of the six students, Matthew, Patricia, and Devon, stated that
they pref'erred the service-leaming design over the standard lesson design. When asked to
explain their preference, Devon and Matthew stated that this design was more "hands-on"
learning. Matthew added that "it sounded like it'd be a limle more fun" while Devon stated
his distaste fbr learning that is "all about, like, books and stufL I'm not into that type of
stuff. Your head's just stuck in the book-it gets boring, dude." Using f-ew words, Patricia
supported her preference by saying that "you get to decorate stuff, and take photos. There's
stuff to do." Also, Patricia noted that this lesson plan "sounds like more fun" than the
teacher-led design she read.
Easy and Familiar vs. Too Hard and Service-Learning
Another commonality that emerged in the interviews and think-alouds was an
apparent preference for work that is easy or lamiliar or a point where students believe that
something is too hard. For example, when Brian and Shanice offered their perspectives on
their favorite classes, they cited teachers who were "not very strict" or were "easy." Brian
Iiked the fact that in his favorite class, Choir, this leniency was "a big drop in
restrictiveness" compared to his other classes and meant that he could talk to friends while
the teacher worked with other groups of students. Expanding on her preference for "easy"
Shanice described her English teacher as someone who "helps us. If you asked her a
question, she'd give you the answer." When thinking or-rt loud about the sample lesson
plans, Shanice stated that the teacher-led lesson "sounds more interesting, something that
I'd do. The other one is too much work." She reiterated her preference for the familiar
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when she reviewed the sen,ice-learning lesson design. Although she had trouble with the
think-aloud process. Shanice seemed qr"rite sure of her thinking when, afler reading silently
for some time, she said "It's a good idea, but I wouldn't do it. It's too much work."
The service-learning lesson design seemed to be an intimidating f-actor. Using the
subject of immigration, the service-learning outline proposed partnering with the
community and playing host to a new citizens' swearing in ceremony in an efflort to
improve understanding arnong cultures. This lesson evoked some comments that reflected
confusion, discomfort, or surprise as participants thought aloud about elements that seemed
foreign or Llnusual to their classroom learning experiences and attempted to compare them
to something familiar.
For example, Matthew questioned "Is this, like, actually welcoming a new family?
And new citizens?" Brian, too, verbalized his struggle to understand the academic
connection to what he read:
I don't really get what most of it's about. It seems like it's just-it's
like a whole different, thing. It seems like, the whole thing would
iust be about, just like, setting up stuff for some new citizens. It
doesn't really seem like mr-rch, except immigration.
As he thought out loud about the service-learning design, Geoff honed in on what
he perceived as obstacles to successfully complete this lesson, summarizing clearly his
reasoning for rejecting the lesson outline:
Community involvement? Most people don't like to help... Arrange
coverage by educational TV channel? That doesn't sound like
something they'd be able to do easily...Setting up rooms, greet
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gLlests, interview new citizens, take photographs? So far the thing's
asking a bit too much of the student.
During the same procedure, Devon remarked that some tasks of the service-
learning or-rtline would be easy while he thought that others such as journal writing and
establishing parlnerships with the community would be too hard or too much work.
Voicing his preference for the teacher-led lesson design because it was "doable," Geoff
stated his belief that students would not be able to do the service-learning design without
"a lot of support and effort fiom students and other people." Overall, the service-learning
design seemed unfamiliar and somewhat intirnidating to most of the participants.
When describing a favorite class, Patricia's response echoed a cefiain comfort with
the familiar: "Maybe English, I don't know. I like to read something and then get a
worksheet and look back and write down the answers. I don't know. Sometimes I like to
read." Her answer seems to reflect a process that she is probably all too familiar with in her
special education experiences. Yet, in choosing the service-learning design as her
preference, Patricia proved willing to latch on to unfamiliar hands-on tasks that "sounded
like more fun."
As Brian weighed the merits of each lesson design in the think-aloud session, his
comments seemed to reiterate his preference for the easy or the familiar. He liked the
service-learning design because "there's hardly any writing." However, he favored the
teacher-led lesson because "yo, don't have to, like, set up a bunch of stuff." In the end,
Brian could not decide which lesson he preferred.
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T e ac he r - S t u de nt Cl ommun i c cr l i o n
When discussing things that may fiustrate participants in their cument high school
classes, Geoff and Shanice had something in common involving teacher-student
communication. GeofT said he gets frustrated when teachers "give you a lesson and they
don't really explain it to an extent where you understand what you really need to do."
Shanice comffrented that sometimes a "teacher gives us directions but she doesn't really
help us" adding that "she'll tell you what to do instead of show you. You have to show me
what to do." This comffronality may reflect more on the students' inability to self-advocate
for further explanation, examples, or clarification rather than the teachers' inability to
communicate.
When asked about his frustrations with classes and how teachers could make
classes more interesting, Devon replied that he does not like "teachers who think they
know it all" and "make a kid's life feel like hell. He ranted about relationship, adamant that
"teachers should chill out a little more, be more laid back, be yourself,, actually interact
with kids." AIso, he insisted that "if learning's not fun you can't get it done." He added
that teachers should "do what they need to do to make a student learn. Not, like, set rules.
Form a bond, and joke and laugh about it. Make it fun-make people want to learn."
Relevance
Given the opportunity to suggest ways to raise the interest level in his classes,
Brian's response reverberated with the importance of relevance in keeping him engaged in
a lesson:
Classes can be interesting; it depends on what it is. If it's like
'Sirnplify these radicals', oh, that's boring. But if it's something you
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can use later on, eveu if it's something really tiny, really easy to
understand-if it is even the least bit r-rseful,, it rruould be interesting.
Or if it relates to something you know about, it's interesting.
Echoing the importance of relevance, Geoff suggested students learn "what we really need
to know for when we get out of school...and what we could use in real life."
Variety and Student Voice vs. Boring Routine
Sprinkled throughout the responses of Matthew, Patricia, Geoff, and Devon were
messages about routine versus the value of variety and the use of student discovery, voice,
and choice. Reflecting on the frustrations of listening to his Physics teacher lecture about
gravity, Matthew suggested that the teacher "let the kids all figure out how gravity works
on their own. I'd send 'em outside and tell 'em to jr-p off things and see how fast they
fall." Taking student involvement into the area of student design, Patricia said that teachers
should "give us opportunities or different ways to do it ourselves. Like, we could make our
own worksheets, or our own labs or something. Choose our own books, or choose what
math we wanna look at, to our standards."
Variety, rather than status quo, was at the hearl of Geoff s suggestion to "do
something out of routine. Don't go with the same boring schedule as always. Same lessons,
textbook stuff." Also, when thinking out loud as he read the teacher-led lesson design,
Geoff was quite concerned about the fact that the book to be reviewed by each student was
to be selected and assigned by the teacher. He was also concerned about who would
receive a fiction and who would receive a nonfiction book. He wanted a say in the matter
and stated strongly that "students should be able to choose their own book" as well as
whether they prefer fiction or nonfiction.
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Devon described his exasperation w-ith routine differently. though with sirnilar
frustration: "Aw, rtan, I'm doin' this again, yo? Oh, God, Chapter Six? Oh rny God!"
Reiterating the importance of variety, Devon and Matthew suggested that students go
outside for class once in awhile. Devon fbund lasting value in doing this: "You get
exercise. You corrre back more awake."
In summary, the interview questions and think-aloud sessions yielded valuable data
containing some commonalities among the six participants. Three of the six students
expressed a preference for hands-on or active involvement in lessons while two of the
participants looked for an environment with less restrictiveness where tasks were easy.
When given a choice, three students stated a preference for the service-learning lesson
design, two students prefen'ed the teacher-led classroom design, and one student was
undecided. One student's preference for the teacher-led design was conditional on the fact
that he, rather than the teacher, would have a voice in selecting his own book to report on.
Students who were wary of the service learning approach were afraid of the amount of
work involved with service learning. This finding runs contrary to contemporary
educational research and policy that supports standard education as the most rigorous.
Students were not afraid of the engagement piece of service learning, but of the amount of
commitment expected of them. This finding echoes interview data that demonstrated that
some students prefer schooling that is "easy."
Two common frustrations among participants included sitting disengaged in a desk
in a classroom while teachers lectured and teachers giving verbal instructions without
ensuring student understanding. AIso, students noted two common factors to improve
student interest in learning: a lesson's relevance to their lives as well as a variety of
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approaches to learning including the use of student discovery, voice. and choice in
materials or activities. When triangulated with other data collected, these findings may
support the value of incorporating student voice to improve learning in high school
students with E/BD.
Overall Results
Patterns emerged from the participant responses and observations throughout the
four phases of data collection. Four of the six participants consistently stated a preference
tbr a hands-on approach where student voice, choice, and interactive discovery are integral
to learning. In fact, varying degrees of student voice were important to all participants.
While some students were content with having input into which book they read, others
preferred more voice in the aspects of day to day learning including learning environment,
tasks, and methods. An increased level of student voice in the learning process seemed
Iikely to result in irnproved student engagement and, in turn, greater opportunity for
developing multiple elements of self-determination.
Three participants who stated a preference fbr hands-on learning voiced frustration
specifically with the teaching-led method where students sit in desks listening to teachers
lecture. When observing these students in this type of classroorrr setting, this fiustration
seemed to manifest itself as students fidgeted in their desks, played with obiects in their
hands, or got involved in off-topic, side conversations.
While three of the six parlicipants were more likely to accept lengthy reading as
part of a lesson sometimes, the other three participants stated a general dislike for reading
books selected by the teacher and then writing about them. Two of the six participants
specifically named learning that is relevant to real life as a high interest factor while four
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participants complained abotrt teacher-led classroorn routines, longing for variety in
learning approaches and activities.
Four of the six parlicipants had some level of contentment with standard classroom
procedures where students are part of a teacher-led group. This segment of students was
not consistent as to why they prefer this approach. Some liked the familiarity of the simple
rnethods and expectations while others found comfort in the ease of working within or
getting by in this system.
Finally, there is a steep service-learning curve for these students. Some tasks in the
cycle of service-learning seemed impossible to accomplish or unrelated to learning when
compared to their usual worksheet or textbook and testing frame of reference. These
attitudes were reflected during the interview and think-aloud sessions where four of the six
participants referred to a personal reference point where assignments became "too much
work" or "too hard."
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Chapter 5: Implications antl Conclusion
Finrlings and Theory
Framing these findings within rny theory regarding the use of student voice and the
prospect of service-learning to develop self--determination skills in high school students
with E/BD, the research data indicate the strong possibility of this approach having a
positive irnpact on the level of interest and engagement in the rnajority of these students.
As a result, the opportunity to build self-determination skills would be present throughout
a curriculum designed to incorporate student-voice and choice.
However, two caveats to this approach are evident in this study. When given a
choice between a service-learning project and a teacher-directed classroom lesson, a
minority of the participants clearly preferred the latter. This may be the result of being
subjected to years of the standard, teacher-led, student-fed methodology. When the familiar
is a requirement to be a recipient and memory bank of information, there may be a kind of
calming comfort in that black-and-white, structured approach. These students may never
have known anything else. Asking them to move on to the next level of co-created design
may be risky and frightening, and might be contrary to the "easy" education for which
some students expressed a preference. Proponents of a teacher-guided, student-led,
community-partnered approach must work hard to overcome students' fears.
Also, for most of the parlicipants, the service-learning cycle seemed unrelated to
"school" as they know it. Some high school students with E/BD trained in a teacher-centric
classrootn system throughout their academic lives may expect learning to be teacher-driven
and compartmentalized within manageable 60-minute segments. 'fhey have learned that
school is a place w'here they use calculators, pencils, and paper to do math in one class;
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read books and write papers in their English class; and often look outside themselves (i.e..
ask teachers and other adults for help in finding the right answer or intormation) to pass
these classes. The idea of choosing roles that suit their strengths and needs, designing each
step of the learning process, and involving off--campus entities was too difficult, too much
work, or next to impossible for most students. But under the right circumstances, students
who struggle to manage their behaviors and emotions may learn to believe in their
potential for success. Having input into the learning process may provide sustained
engagement and ultimately yield improved self-determination skills. The students-teacher-
community critical thinking framework may need to be taught explicitly in order for
students to get full value from this new paradigrn and have the opportunity to graduate
high school self-determined young men and women.
The findings of this action research study contribute needed data to the limited
knowledge base of approaches to academic and post-secondary success for high school
students with E/BD. Specifically, the research shows some evidence of the positive effect
student voice may have on all students' ability to actively engage in learning. Also, a
hands-on, service-learning style curriculum where student voice and choice peffineate the
design was favored by a maiority of participants over standard teacher-led instruction.
While stepping outside the teacher-led classroom box is uncharted territory for these
students, some are more willing to go there than others. Yet, when facilitated properly,
such a curriculum seems likely to improve students' long-term success through the
development of self-determination components inherent in the service-learning co-design.
Any challenges to implementing this student-directed curriculum are not
insurmountable. Proponents for the use of student voice and service-learning to improve
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post-secondary outcomes of students u,'ith E/BD point to evidence of students' low sllccess
rates w'ithin present systems and rnethods (Vander Stoep, Davis, & Collins, 2000).
Education professionals can build on the findings of this action research that support the
tact that most of these students prefbrred hands-on learning injected with student ideas and
clroices. When teachers practice Freirean methods (197012000) where students are valid
contributors to the learning process and the construction of knowledge, curricula for high
school students with E/BD can be filled with opportunities to develop the self-
determination skills necessary to becorrre slrccessful members of their community.
Implications of Findings
With the findings of this action research project, high school educators working
with students with E/BD have some data to support alterations to the daily routine of
teacher-led lesson plans. While this method of instruction monopolizes the high school
classroom, many students with E/BD sit disengaged in uncomfortable desks, avoiding
parlicipation and waiting for the bell to ring. Whether in general education or resource
classrooms, teachers do most of the work as they explain some vital concept or lead a
topical discussion. Students seem to have leamed a dependence on others or the classroom
process itself to do the basic requirements asked of them. This one-way thinking does not
utilize the untapped power of student participation and may not provide enough
opportunity for authentic learning.
E,ducators must find ways to incorporate student voice and hands-on activities into
daily lessons if they want to engage students with E/BD in subject mastery as well as self-
determination skills development. Although, as noted in Chapter 2, some students with
special needs (e.9., students with learning disabilities or developmental cognitive
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disabilities) have been successfnl in irnproving self-determination skills using prepackaged
pencil and worksheet lessons, Browder et al. (2001) warn of the challenges in extending
that classroolrl success to the real world as well as to students with E/BD. The findings of
this action research support those challenges.
Based on the conclusions that there is educational value in student voice and that
many students with E/BD pref'-er variety and hands-on activities, educators need to offer
more student-driven learning opportunities. If given opporlunities for input into lesson
designs, these students may exceed teacher expectations and engage in the learning process
as intently as they do in conversation and electronic games. Also, considering the findings
that some students understand "school" as something contained within the classroom
walls, it is vital to broaden this limited perspective of learning in order to promote applied
understanding in their lives and improve the likelihood of lif'elong learning and success for
this population.
Furlher research is needed to better understand students with E/BD and the
opportunities they have for developing self-determination skills in high school classrooms.
To validate and build upon the findings of this action research project, additional
qualitative data studies with similar students with E/BD in other high school settings and
locations tnust be undertaken. Also, empirical research must be conducted with large,
diverse sample sizes that incorporate a broad base of high school locations and students
with E/BD in various regions throughout the country. Scores of students need to be
interviewed and observed in academic settings to identify emotional and behavioral
tendencies and learning style preferences. Also, special education and general education
teachers who work with students with E/BD must be interviewed and observed to
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determine classroom teachin,r{ styles and methods as well as the use of variety in delivery
and assessment and the frequency of opportunities to utilize student voice and to
incorporate hands-on activities. Additional qualitative research will return a richer
theoretical understanding about the learning process of students with E/BD and their
strengths and challenges within the high school system. Empirical studies within this
fiamework will return quantifiable data that may substantiate these implications for this
less than successful segment of students with special needs.
In this action research project, I theorized that service-learning may address the
preferences of str:dents with E/BD and provide an avenue for developing self-
determination. However, the results show that service-learning may push some students-
and probably some teachers-out of their comfofi zone. Therefore, if service-leaming is to
be r"rsed as a living laboratory to promote self:determined behaviors in these students, it is
important that program facilitators design standards for quality practice and train and
prepare all participants to adhere to these standards. This is a process that requires support
from willing and available service-learning mentors as well as buy-in from administrators,
educators, and students.
This action research project has demonstrated the value of student voice for
students with E/BD to build self-determination skills through service-learning. Although
theory is grounded in empirical data, I acknowledge possible lirnitations to the findings in




Being an action research project, this study is designed to address specific issues
with students under the care and guidance of the teacher-researcher in one high school
setting in hopes of improving their succe ss in school as well as throughout adulthood.
Therefore, the findings are not intended to be generalized to all high school students with
E/BD. The six student participants attend the same high school and are educated in a
similar part-resource I part-general education setting.
Second, six students out of a possible 3 8 candidates agreed to volunteer for this
study. While they may not have understood the study's entire process or pulpose, students
knew they were being observed and interviewed for a research project. That simple fact
may have introduced a level of self-consciousness that influenced their actions in class
while being observed or their answers to interview questions. Also, two of the six students
have a student-to-teacher classroom relationship with me. Their agreement to participate in
this study may have reflected a willingness on their part to please their teacher in hopes of
the possibility to earn a better grade in class.
Finally, while I theorized that service-learning provides a practical context for
students with E/BD to develop self-determination skills, no actual service-learning
component was a parl of this research study. A service-learning project outline was used
during the think-aloud interviews to gather participant responses to the elements of such a
program; but student preferences for that lesson outline may not indicate that students with
E/BD would actually develop self-determination skills by participating in service-learning.
Other crucial factors of actual service-learning project cycles, such as program quality,
partnership sr-rppoft, and continued student effort and input, may affect student outcomes.
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Conclusion
Possible lirnitations considered. I diligently recorded and methodically analyzed the
actions and responses of these six student parlicipants. Throughout their varied responses,
findings indicated that most students with E/BD may be better served under the tutelage of
educators who employ hands-on learning methods, incorporate str-rdent voice in the
learning process, and value dialog with students as a tool to construct knowledge.
Furthermore, this study demonstrated that, when asked, high school students with
E/BD have strong, valid opinions about the ways they learn as well as what they find
exciting, engaging, frustrating, and dilficult about high school classrooms, curricula, and
teachers. In their words and actions throughout the data collection phases, participants
expressed quite clearly how they feel about our traditional teaching methods and how we
teachers can provide an environment that maximizes the likelihood of their success.
Considering the input of these participants, a variety of approaches to learning injected
with a healthy dose of student voice will go quite far to increase student engagement and
decrease student frustration. Taking this feedback seriously may result in a decrease in
inappropriate student behaviors, an additional benefit for all students and school personnel.
But will we listen? Better yet, will we teachers ask our students for their opinions?
If we do, I believe students will tell us about their unique strengths and needs as
demonstrated in this action research project. Do we dare step outside our classroom
comfofi zones to utilize student voice to help students with E/BD progress along the path
to becoming productive members of our community?
With this population of students who often struggle just to get to school, being in
class is not enough. Sitting in a lecture-style classroom, students did not seem to set goals
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fbr their owrl learning or engage ir, positive learning outcomes. They disengaged from tl-re
group, u,orked at a different pace, or becarne dependent on the adults and peers around
thern to determine their sllccess. Educators must encollrage and validate these students by
asking for their input and then incorporating student fbedback into a variety of learning
approaches that include projects and activities inside and outside the classroom.
Service-learning may be one method to do just that and, in the process, promote
self-determination skills necessary to students' sustained success as young adults. With
increased irnportance placed on improving math, reading, and writing scores on
standardized assessments, however, educators across curricula have learned to prioritize
their time and efflorts to meet those demands. Although recognized as being important,
developing the self-determination skills of these high school students has become, at best,
a low priority. Yet, the service-learning cycle is filled with opportunities to develop goal-
setting and attainntent, problem-solving, and other self-determination skills alongside
relevant math, reading, and writing skills in a constructivist academic environment more
conducive to the needs of these high school students. As a result, students with EiBD may




For me, this exploration into the value of str:dent voice in building the self-
determination skills necessary to successfully navigate life's waters has been a journey
fueled by a sense of urgency. At 5 I years old, I have been working with high school
students with special needs for only three years now. Yet, I look around at the face of a
world that changes weekly and ask myself, "Are we preparing students to swim or are we
nrerely keeping them atloat long enough to graduate?" Daily I ponder that question as I
silently wail against a high school system designed to meet the needs of a decreasing
percentage of today's highly active, technology-savvy, media-driven adolescents.
About ten minutes north of downtown Minneapolis, Minnesota is a first-ring
suburban high school that serves approximately 800 ninth- through twelfth-grade students
Located in the least visible area of the school are seven special education classrooms. In
and around one of them, I work with students with E/BD with one goal in mind: to help
them develop the necessary skills to identify their unique purpose and to use it to make a
difference in their world. Unfortunately, this goal is often waylaid by the windstorms that
follow students labeled as "behavioral problems" by administrators and teachers. In spite
of the best efforts of the few adults pulling for them, they often live up to that reputation.
Pursuing this action research project as culmination of my Master of Arts in
Education degree through Augsburg's Weekend College, I sought some kind of validation
for an approach to learning that I believed utilized *y students' strengths. Service-
learning, filled with opporlunities for student input, productive dialog, and hands-on
activities, may help them get what they need from their high school experience to
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transition slrccessfully into their places in the world. For most of these troubled students,
high school may be their last best shot.
The findings of my action research pro.f ect encouraged me. Through four phases of
data collection I learned that many of my students would look forward to the variety-filled
training ground service-learning can provide. As I had perceived, students with E/BD have
untapped potential for learning-it is just packaged in unique, individual, self'-destructive
containers. If only educators could find ways to tap into that potential without detonating
the contents, the chances for success with these students would increase greatly.
To get the most out of their time in high school, I believe students need to
participate in co-teaching rnethods that validate their voice and frequently take them out of
the classroom and into their community where learning is accelerated. There they can
develop real-time skills as they co-design projects to address identified needs and then plan
and work together with interested, caring adults to meet those needs. Within the cycle of
service-learning they will have opporlunities to make meaningful mistakes-the kind they
can leatn and grow from without feeling the sharneful sting of failure often found in the
teacher-led classroom. Instead of worrying about how many wrong answers they got on a
pencil and paper math test or how many paragraphs they need in order to get a decent
grade on an English essay, students will develop relevant skills on a self-identitied,
worthwhile project. In the process, they will improve their choice-making, decision-
making, and problem-solving abilities. They will leam to control their own lives, checking
and balancing these abilities with their disabilities, and working in tangible ways as they
give of themselves to their community. In short, they will become productive young adult
members of society.
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Outside the school walls, there is more rooln for the unique but valr-rable efTorls of
students with E/BD, and there is real return on their giving. So often on the receiving end
of life, they may never have experienced what it feels like to truly give of themselves.
Along with the tangible benefit of improved life skills comes an intangible benefit that is
necessary to moving forward. For these young men and women, this act of personal giving
may indeed resuscitate hope in their lives.
From my observations working with students with E/BD over the past three years,
their lives resemble more newspaper nightmares than happy endings. Most of them have
great difficr-rlty even daring to dream. Asking them to think into the near futr-rre in practical
ways about such positive things as career aspirations often results in 'I don't know'
responses, shoulder shrugs, or silent, uncomfortable stares. This inability to conjure up
images of successful lives may account for their daily struggles in school. As each of their
classroom teachers explains the value of learning and putting forth effbrt in school to
succeed, these students hear only fantasy. The living color pictures in their minds are
firmly grounded in the present where they look for ways to avoid the chaos inside of them
or the events of the night before and just get through another day.
Essential reference points that may be present in other students' lives such as
reliable adult role models, financial predictability, and unconditional love are often absent
in the lives of students with E/BD. That is why their experience in school is so important to
their future. If they are to discover their unique putpose and make a difference in their
world, we educators must find creative ways to stand in the gap and do what we can to fill
their lives with those missing essentials. Guiding and building them up consistently instead
of controlling and picking them apart may allow our students to actually believe in their
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own w'orth and may provide the rnotivation they need to move fbrward and make positive,
purposeful contributions. Offering educational alternatives to suit their needs instead of
forcing them to fit into neat little lesson plan packages may give them just such an
opportunity to participate rrore eff-ectively in the learning process and shed the stigma
associated with their E/BD label.
More than control, these students need understanding. Structure is a good starting
point as long as it is used to help them manage their own behavior and not to keep them
from participating in valuable opportunities. With understanding coffre solid teacher-
student relationships, resulting in mutual trust and respect. From there, add appropriate
academic rigor and relevance to their lives and all things are possible.
Life has its way of providing consequences for our actions, as students with E/BD
know all too well. As stewards of their future, we educators must acknowledge our less-
than-successful, antiquated, teacher-led classroom designs and fbcus our energies on
teaching solutions better suited to their success. Failing to equip students with life skills
they need to become successful adults may reap societal consequences that perpetuate from
generation to generation.
It is said that continuing to do things the same way and expecting diffbrent results
is one definition of insanity. In my brief time working in a public school teaching and case-
managing students with E/BD, I recognize that definition very well. Through trial and
error, a few successes and many failures, I have learned that more persistence and




This action research project was not designed to save the world, but iust to improve
the lot of a t'ew citizens in a small corner of it. My irnmediate goal is to partner with
available resources and facilitate the service-learning process at this suburban high school
with a core group of my students with E/BD. This project has given me renewed hope in
my ability to successfully steward my students through the storms of their journey to self-
discovery and onto their unique life paths. This project has refreshed my passion for public
service and refbcused my energies on doing my best to make a difference in the lives of the
students under my care.
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Notes
' The current term, developntenlal cognititte disabilities, is usecl here in favor of the f-ormer
term menlal retardation.
)-' For consistency, think-aloud is used throughout the body of this paper, recognizing that
researchers have used both a hyphenated and a non-hyphenated version of this term as
reflected in the Ref'erences section.
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Appendix A: Participant Survey
Participant Number Date
Please read questions one through seven belor.v and check the box that best answers each question,
adding other information if needed. Renrember', all infbnnatiou will be kept confldential.
1. Are you male or female?
tr Male
D Female
3. What is your current grade in high school?
(If in an alternative program, what is your





6. With whom do you live?
tr both parents in one home
tr split time between two parents / two homes
tr my mother
fl my father
tr an adult relative
tr my foster family
tr a friend's family
f other







7. What is your total annual household income?
tr less than $ 10,000
tr $10,000 - $19,999
tr $20,000 - $29,999
tr $30,000 - $3g,gg9
tr $40,000 - $4g,ggg
tr $50,000 - $59,999
D $60,000 - $69,999
D $7o,o0o or more
D I don't know







5. What is your current educational setting?
tr All my classes are in the general education setting.
tr Some of my classes are in the general education setting, and some are in a resource room.
tr Some of my classes are in an altemative learning center, and sonle are in a resollrce room.
tr Most of my classes are in a resource room setting.
tr All my classes are in a self-contained classroom.




Appendix B: Learning Styles Inventory
Date
Learrring styles are simply different approaches or ways of learnin g. Visual learners learn best
tlrrouglr seeing, ouditory learners learn thror"rgh listening, and kineslhelic/tcrclile leunters leam
through movellent or hands-on activities. You nray find one way easier or nlore enjoyable tlran
auotlrer way. By answ,ering the f-ollowing staterlents as best as yoll can. we r.vill have a stafting
point as to how you prefer to learn.
After each statement below. please check the box that best describes you.
Often Sornetinres Hardly Ever
l. I rernernber rnore about a sub.ject thlough lectures with
infonnative exp lanations and d iscussions.
2. I like infonnation to be written on the board, with the use of
visual aids and assigned readings.
3, I like to write things down or take notes for visual review
4. I prefer to use posters, models, or actual practice, and
I like solre activities in class.
5. I need explanations of diagrams, graphs, or visual directions
6. I en joy working with tools or rnaking rnodels
1. I eri.ioy developing and rnaking oharls and graphs
8. I can tell if sounds match when presented with pairs of
sounds.
9. I rernember best by writing things down several tirnes
10. I can understand and fbllow directions on rnaps
I l. I do better at academic subjects by listening to lectures and
tapes.
12. I play with coins or keys in my pockets.
13. I learn to spell better by repeating the word out loud than by
writing the word on paper.
14. I can better understand a news arlicle by reading about it than
by listening to it on the radio.
15. I chew gulr-I or have a snack during studies
16. I feel the best way to rernernber sornething is to picture it in
rny head.
ll. I learn spelling by drawing the word with my finger
18. I would rather listerr to a good lecture or speech than read
about the sarne rnaterial in a textbook.
19. I arn good at cornpleting.f igsaw puzzles and rnazes.
20. I grip objects in rny hand dr-rring class time.
21. I prefer listening to the news on the radio to reading about it
in the newspaper.
22. I get inforrnation on an interesting subject by reading
relevant rnaterials.
23. I f'eel very comfortable shaking hands, hugging, or doing a
physical activity with others.
24. I follow verbal instructions better than written ones.




Appendix c: semi-structured Intervierv euestions
Pick a favorite middle school or high school class or two, and describe what youliked about that class or those classes.
Let's talk about the things that may fi'ustrate you in your current high school
classes or school dav.
What can we do to teach your core subjects (e.g., English, math, science, and socialstudies) that would make them more interesting o. *iiting to you?
To sutT] up our conversation, here's what we've talked about...




Appendix D: sample sociar studies Lesson outline 1
objectives - stude,ts will r-urderstand the followi,g:
o lmrligratiotl to the Unitecl States can be a controversial issue+ Reading fiction and nonfiction books help us better understand the imnrigrant experience
Materials - Fiction and nonfiction books frorn sclrool library representing inr,rigrants fromvarious countries
Procedures
share with strrdents that since Ettropeatrs and tlren others first started corring to this cou,try manyhave rvritten fiction ancl nonflction about the irlmigrant experience. sirnilarly, for a lorrg time now,there has been debate about how many if any imrligrants s'houlci come into tlre U,itecl states eaclryear' The debate, you shor-rld explain, will piobably-continue. Explain thataftera, initial classdiscLrssiotr, students will read a book related to irrmigration, will write a revier.v of the book, a,dwill then hold a follow-up discnssion o, the topic.
Discuss - Lead a discussion that can include both students born in the united States and studentswho have immigrated here. You might focus the discussion on the following questions;+ why have peopre corne to the United states in trre past?+ Why do people come to the United States today?+ what are tlre benefits for irnmigrants and for tlie country when people fr-om other landssettle here?





irrforr,al poll based o, the followi,g questio,s:
How lxany students think that tlre united states today should allow anyone to immig rate?How mally students think that the united states today should not allow anyone fromanother land to move here permanently?
How many students think that the united states should put a quota, or linrit, o, how manypeople corrre here fronr other places?
Read - Assign 1look on imnrigrants from the library for each stLrderrt to read, maki.g slrre youhave a balance of fiction ancl nonfictlol. As they read, have thenr keep a clailyjournal, detailingtheir attitudes toward itlrrrigrants and immigration and notirrg any changes in tleir views.
write - Direct each stucle,t to write a book review. fbllowin g one of these outlirrcs
Re-take irrl'ornral poll and discttss any changes irr the results and any controversies that arise.
Fiction
Introduction
t Title, publication date
+ Opinions frorn reviews
+ Awards or prizes
Body
+ Setting, tirne and place
+ Character narres and descriptions
+ Plot sumrnary and realism
Conclusion
+ Your overall opinion
+ Your recotnlr"le ndation, if an
Nonfiction
Introduction
+ Title, publication date
+ Opinions frorn reviews
+ Awards or prizes
Body
+ Discuss author,s central lnessage
t Evaluate author,s support for central
message
Conclusion
+ Your overall opinion
Your recolnntendation , if any+
Adapted by author from a Discoveryschool.com lesson by wendy Buchberg and schuyler chemung Tioga Boces
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Appendix E: sample social sturlies Lesson outline 2
ntent
+ lmmigration to the United States
+ Process of becoming a citizen
t Resettlement of refugees
+ Community involvement
service Need: To increase tolerance and understanding between cultures. Becomingcitizens requires dedication and hard work that des"rue, to be honored by the community
service ldea: sponsor a citizenship swearing-in ceremony at schoot in honor of newcitizens.
Preparation
+ lvleet with lmmigratlon and Naturalization Services (lNS) and city officialsr Read about countries of origin of peopre being sworn in+ Plan the event
o Get food donations
o Decorate auditorium and lobbyo Arrange for coverage by educationar rv channer
Action
+ Set up rooms
r Greet guests




+ Student-led discussion groups
+ Identification of resources for members of these famiries+ Letter to lNs and city to share outcomes as well as ideas for future events
Demonstration
+ compilation of interviews and photos for each family+ lvlake wercome kits for children of new familieso Carloon_style maps of local areao praces to go for spofis and other entertainmento Lists of after-schoor and weekend activitieso Small journal or note pad and pen
Student Voice and Choice
+ Develop the idea
r Establish pafinerships with community+ Organize into committees
+ Plan interviews
+ Design and make interview / photo albums and welcome kits
Co
Adapted by author frorn a service-learning project by cathryn Berger Kaye
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Appendix F: Curriculum Interviery Think-aloud Protocol Script
" l um interested. in v,hctt studenls think about ltvo lesson plans I hut,e, so I wunt to ask you
and other students to review thes'e lesson plans.fbr nle utd let me listen lo whal yott think
ubottt each of them. I am not interested in right ar wrong uns'wers. I.just wanl to knout
v,hat you are thinking about as yort read each lesson. "
Notice the phrasing is general and honest about my interests and respectful of tlie
contribution each student can make to my lesson plans. Students shor-rld not fbel the
slightest sense of being iudged or of having to obtain any particr-rlar types of results. Once
they do, it aff-ects their behavior and introduces a bias.
Be curious about what students do and why. Also tell the student that you will be recording
the session and let him / her know when you turn on the recorder.
"What you say i,s really important, so I am going to run this digital recorder to make sure
that I don't miss anything. "
LIse a practice task to familiaize each student with thinking aloud while working through a
task. First model the process and then ask the student to practice it. (The recorder is not
turned on for the practice.)
"Beforewe begin, lel's practice how thisworks. First, I'm goinglo thinkottl loudwhile I
read the objective and outline o.f a lesson plan. That means I'm going to say eyerything
that goes through *y mind." (Complete the tusky,hile thinking out loud.)
" l]ia\4, il's your lurn lo practice. I vtanl you to raad the ob.iectiye and oulline ./br a practice
lesson plun und think aut loud uthile you are reading. That mearts.f ust sny aveyyllring that
goes through your mind. Since this is just fbr practice, I am not going to use the digitul
recorder. Do you have ilny ques'tions about what I want you to do? "
Address any questions as needed to clarify the procedure, and then ask the student to
begin. If the student stops thinking out loud for 7 - l0 seconds before reaching the end of
the task, use the prornpt "Keep talking" as needed to guide the student through the process.
When finished with the practice task, ask the student if he / she has any questions about
what he / she just did. Address questions and clarifi, instn-rctions as needed, and then
proceed.
" Now I'nt going to usk you to read lhe .first lesson plun and think-aloud the same wfry. Just
sily everything thut goes through your mind ythile you read the lesson plan. Reruember,
there are no right or u)rong answers. I am only interested in hoy,),ou are thinking aboul
the tasks in each lesson. Do yot,t have any questions before y,e begin? (Address questions.)
AJier you.finish thinking out loud through the first lesson plan, u,e will pause brieJly and
then begin the second lesson plan. Ayou are ready, I v,ill lurn the recorder on now. (Begin
the recorder, and hand the first lesson to the student.) Here's the.first lesson. You may
begin. " (Do the same with the second lesson.)
Adapted by author from a think-aloud script by Christopher Johnstone
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Appendix G: Learning Styles Inventory Congregate Results Response Groupings
Otien Sonretimes Hard ly
Ever
I remember nrore about a subject tlrrough lectLrres u,ith
infonnative explarrations and discr-rssions. AU
D MBPGS
I like information to be written on the board, r,vith the use o{'
visual aids and assigned readings. VI
BPGDS M
I like to rvrite things dor,vn or take notes fbr visual review. VI P MBGD
S
I prefer to use posters, models, or actual practice, and
I like some activities in class. TK
MBCD CS
I tteed explanations of diagrams, graphs, or visual directiorrs.
AU
D PGS MB
I enjoy working with tools or nraking rnodels. TK MBPG D S
I enjoy developing arrd making charts and graplrs. VI PD MBG S




I remember best by writing thirrgs down several tinres. TK BPD MGS
I can understand and follow directions on lnaps. VI MBPG
D
S
I do better at academic subjects by listening to lectures and
tapes. AU
D BGS MP
I play with coins or keys in nry pockets. TK MP GD BS
I leam to spell better by repeating tlre word out loud tharr by
writing the word orr paper. AU
PD MG BS
I carr better understand a news article by reading about it
than by listerring to it on the radio. VI
B CS ]\,1 P I)
I cltel',, gllul or have a snack during stLrdies. TK PGDS N,I B
I feel the best w.ay to relnember sontething is to picture it in
my head. VI
MBPS GD
I learn spelling by drawing the word r,vith nry finger. TK G MBPDS
I would rather listen to a good lecture or speech than read




I am good at completing"jigsaw pr-rzzles and rnazes. VI MBPG
D
S
I grip ob-jects in my hand dLrring class time. TK MD PG BS
I prefer listening to the news on the radio to reading about it
irr the newspaper. AU
MDS B PG
I get information on an interesting subject by reading
relevant rlaterials. VI
RPI-) MGS
I feel very comfortable slraking hands, lrugging, or doing a
physical activity with others. TK
MBPGS D
I follow verbal instructions beffer than written ones. AU BDS MPG
G:Geoff D:Devon S:Shanice
TK : tactile / kinesthetic
M:Matthew B:Brian
Au : auditory
P:Patricia
VI : visual
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